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Abstract       

Organizations constantly struggle to establish and maintain a competitive advantage in today's business 
environments across various industries. The sport sector is viewed as a traditional industry that is presently 
dealing with fierce competition over the leisure time consumption of its consumers. Since the number of 

people watching live games has decreased and there are more alternatives for individuals to spend their 
free time, clubs in the sports sector have not benefited from this traditional business mindset in the current 

business environment. Few studies have examined at the sources of competitive advantage for sports 
clubs' businesses and the elements that help one develop it. 
 

The purpose of this study is to better understand how clubs may acquire a competitive advantage over 
their rival companies by examining at how nudging processes can accomplish this goal. To further explore 

these phenomena in the empirical part of the thesis, the study begins with a literature review in which the 
concepts of sport business, competitive advantage, and nudge process are narrowed to perspective. The 
qualitative research methodology utilized in this study was used to collect data for the multi-case study 

by conducting interviews for individuals which represented especially revealing and interesting cases 
related to the phenomena. Using a carefully chosen sample group, semi-constructed interviews were used 

to gather the qualitative data.  
 
 

The main findings are that clubs may enhance their opportunity sensing abilities through the nudging 
process, enabling them to seize opportunities and gain competitive advantage. In addition, a novel theory 

for low-rate users' (temporary fans') decision-making process regarding game event participation was 
discovered by the research, which made multiple contributions to the literature already in existence.   
 

This Master's thesis's purpose is not to produce a generic how-to manual for clubs on how to use the 
nudging process to gain competitive advantage. The study's findings, however, provide useful 

implications and empirical support for how managers may make use of the newly developed theory and 
create solutions in line with its elements. Additionally, this thesis provides managers with a framework 
for implementing the nudge process, which may be used in combination with the underlying theory to 

increase the number of viewers at live sport events. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The reader is provided a broad introduction to the subject that has been covered in this 

study in the first chapter of this research study. After a brief introduction to the field, 

the second part discusses the objectives and purpose of the study. The research 

issue and questions are stated in addition to the objectives. The reader can 

subsequently investigate the research's relevance and the meanings of the key topics 

to comprehend how the study advances science and business as well as to gain a 

thorough understanding of what sport business, competitive advantage and nudges are 

supposed to represent in the thesis. Before the research proceeds on to a more in-depth 

exploration of the themes chosen, the chapter outlines the thesis' structure. 

1.1 Background 

The capacity to deviate from accepted practices has grown in significance over the past 

ten years in order to promote innovation and achieve success across a wide range of 

industries (Thomas and D'Aveni 2009). The classic sources of competitive advantage 

(CA) have decreased their explanatory value in describing how businesses mainta in 

CA as the firm's competitive environment has evolved more global, unpredictable, and 

aggressive (D'Aveni, Dagnino & Smith, 2010). Actually, in long-term equilibr ium 

with perfect competition, the traditional sources of CA tend to vanish relatively fast 

(Weber and Tarba 2014). 

It is proven that traditional sources of advantage are insufficient for competing 

successfully in rapidly changing environments since they have constantly failed to 

achieve competitive success. The approach advocated by academics to address this 

issue is to challenge the status quo by seizing and launching initiatives and 

seizing opportunities (D'Aveni et al. 2010) as well as designing and putting into 

practice a series of competitive moves that are frequently aggressive (Connelly, 

Tihanyi, Ketche, Carnes & Ferrier 2017).  
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The diminishing impact of traditional sources of competitive advantage have 

negatively impacted spectator numbers of game events, which are a key source of 

income for sport organizations (Bourdon, 2016), as the competitive environment for 

the sport industry has become more hostile due to increased competition from a variety 

of industries (Hall, O'Mahony & Vieceli, 2010). In addition, the sport sector is seen to 

value its traditional business approach, making it more vulnerable to rapid changes in 

the business environment Lewis (2004). Therefore, it is crucial for the future success 

of sport organizations to identify ways to improve their ability to compete and attract 

new customers. 

Richard Thaler, the creator of "nudge theory," was given the Nobel Prize in Economics 

on October 9 for his contributions to behavioural economics, and the Nobel Committee 

announced their decision as follows:  

“Richard Thaler’s contributions have built a bridge between the 

economic and psychological analyses of individual decision-making. His 

empirical findings and theoretical insights have been instrumental in 

creating the new and rapidly expanding field of behavioural economics, 

which has had a profound impact on many areas of economic research 

and policy.” 

Since sport organisations customers` (spectators) behaviour to attend game events is 

the main issue of this research, we believe that examining the nudge theory`s insights 

can lead us to sources of competitive advantage creation for sport organisations in their 

rapidly evolving environment. These three discussed aspects are not combined in the 

current literature, making this study unique. The author hopes that it will spark more 

research on the topic to support the future success of organizations in the sport 

business. 

1.2 The objective and research questions of the study 

Little is known about how nudges affect an organization's competitive advantage. In 

this study, the sport industry is the major topic, and an exploratory method is used to 

fill this research gap. In other words, the study's data is studied to determine how it 

might explain how sport companies generate competitive advantage by encouraging 
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more people to attend sporting events. This lays the groundwork for future study on 

managing competitive advantage thru nudge process in sport industry. 

Therefore, the primary goal of this research is to increase our understanding of how 

nudge adoption leads to competitive advantage in the sport business. More precisely, 

the objective is to expand existing knowledge by investigating ways to get a 

competitive edge in the sport business through nudging method. So, in order to fulfi l 

the thesis's goal or purpose, the primary research question is: 

“How to create competitive advantage by nudge process in team-sport industry and 

increase spectators game event attendance which hold the highest economic 

potential?” 

1.3 Research methods of the study 

This study was carried out by utilizing qualitative research methods. This study 

methodology's primary reason is to fully and accurately comprehend the phenomena 

that has been selected (Hirsjärvi, Remes, & Sajavaara 2009). The study aims to 

understand the decision-making process temporary ice hockey fans make while 

deciding whether to attend a live game event. This understanding is further utilised to 

research if nudge process is able to create competitive advantage for organisations in 

this mapped context.  The qualitative research approach is selected because it allows 

for a deeper understanding of the study topic and the development of novel theory, 

rather than an attempt to explain or improve upon the present behaviour of sports fans.  

Current research serves as the foundation for the theoretical framework for the study 

since reviewing recent studies will aid in understanding the various aspects of the 

research topic. Based on the results of earlier studies on sport industry, sport 

organizations, sport fans, resource-based theory, and nudge theory a theoretical 

framework has been developed. When developing the body of the sport fans 

interviews, the theoretical framework is taken into consideration. The outcome of the 

empirical analysis is used to form a novel theory which is then applied to the theoretical 

framework. 
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1.4 Key concepts of the study 

To further explain the phenomena of how can nudge process create competitive 

advantage for profit seeking sport organisation, the research covers key topics that 

need for a brief explanation and definition. The usage of the terms and constraints on 

the concepts are explained below in order to help readers comprehend the approach of 

this research. These concepts have been covered in detail and in depth in the chapters 

that will follow. 

1.4.1 Sport business 

Sport has grown to be a significant worldwide industry. The sport market is a 

genuinely global business, as Westerbeek and Smith (2002) noted, driven by the 

international character of athletic competition. The combination of sport's universa l 

appeal and the emergence of television (Wolfe, Meenaghan, & O'Sullivan, 2002) has 

laid the groundwork for commercially accessing into the market that sport represents 

on a global scale, which has grown as global sports brands have emerged on televis ion 

and in retail (Trenberth, 2013). According to Wolfe et al. (2002), the growth of sport's 

significant economic potential has in many ways been a result of the concurrent 

symbiotic ties between sport and sponsorship and sport and the media (Boyle and 

Haynes, 2009). 

The business aspect of sport has grown significantly in recent years, as evidenced by 

listings on stock exchanges, hostile takeover bids, the globalization of markets for 

players, athletes, and clubs as brands, and even the requirement that small sports clubs 

submit business plans in order to receive funding. All broadcasted sports have the 

potential to be exploited for profit, as has been shown (Trenberth, 2013). 

1.4.2 Competitive Advantage 

Two influential viewpoints in strategic management, the structural approach (Porter, 

1980, 1985) and the resource-based theory (RBT) (Wernerfelt, 1984; Barney, 1986, 

1991), attempt to explain competitive advantage in general. This concludes to mult ip le 

definitions for the phenomenon.  
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This research adopts RBT based viewpoint to examine competitive advantage. 

Therefore, when a company produces "more economic value than the margina l 

(breakeven) competitor in its product market", it can achieve competitive 

advantage (Peteraf & Barney, 2003: p. 314). By suggesting that a business gains a 

competitive advantage when it is adopting a value-creating strategy that its competitors 

are not undertaking at the same time, Barney (1991) complements the definition of 

competitive advantage. 

1.4.3 Nudges 

Richard Thaler, the creator of "nudge theory," was awarded the Economics Nobel 

Prize for his contributions to behavioural economics. His work has shown a connection 

between psychological and economic evaluations of individual decision-making. His 

theoretical and empirical contributions have had a substantial influence on many areas 

of economic study and policy, helping to shape the new and rapidly expanding subject 

of behavioural economics. 

In our daily lives, we could be prompted to make decisions subconsciously. Human 

autonomic information processing systems are used by nudges to influence human 

behaviour in a certain direction. These directions are determined by choice architect 

which can be e.g., organisation (Thaler & Sunstein, 2008). 

1.5 Structure of the study 

There are three primary parts to this study. The first part is a review of the literature, 

where chapters 2, 3, and 4 provide a theoretical foundation for the key concepts of 

sport business, competitive advantage, and nudge theory. In the second part the thesis 

goes thru the research and data methods as well as using these methods in an empirica l 

part of the study in chapters 5 and 6. The third section of this study is included in 

chapter 7, which focuses on the results, theoretical and managerial implications, and 

potential future research directions. 

The next chapter focuses on the sport business sector as a whole and finds the unique 

characteristics that make it stand out from other sectors. Before going on to the 
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characteristics of the specific industry that are related to the customers, we begin with 

an overview of the components and trends that are unique to the sector. This chapter 

seeks to give readers a thorough review of the most important studies on topics related 

to sport consumers and team sport organizations. 

In light of resource-based theory, the third chapter of the research explores how 

companies may develop competitive advantages. The research will continue to focus 

on organizations' resources, capabilities, and dynamic capabilities in order to 

comprehend the underlying microfoundations of those capabilities. This helps us 

understand how nudges could affect a firm's potential to get competitive advantage. 

The fourth chapter reviews the body of literature on nudges in general and examines 

the role and resources of choice architecture in nudge formation. The chapter also 

examines nudge development criteria in further detail and highlights factors that affect 

a firm's capability to implement the nudge process successfully. 

The fifth chapter's main focus is the empirical research method after the literature 

review has provided the theoretical framework. The purpose of this section is to inform 

the reader on the methods used to collect, analyse, and select participants for the study.  

The study's findings and empirical data are discussed in the sixth chapter. We 

systematically go through the findings and use quotations from interviews to illustrate 

how the temporary fans decide whether to attend game events. A summary of the 

findings that includes the created grounded theory finishes the chapter. 

The empirical results of this study are lastly examined in relation to past studies on the 

sport business, competitive advantage, and the nudging process in the seventh chapter. 

Theoretical developments made in this study are highlighted, as well as potential 

applications for business management. The study's validity and reliability are also 

covered in the latter part of the chapter. The chapter concludes by describing the 

study's limitations and suggesting possible future research directions. 
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2 SPORT BUSINESS  

This chapter examines the sport business industry as a whole and identifies distinct ive 

traits that set it apart from other industries. We start with an overview of the elements 

and trends that are specific to the industry before moving on to the aspects of the 

particular industry that are connected to the customers. This chapter aims to provide 

readers with a comprehensive overview of the key research on aspects connected to 

sport consumers and team sport clubs. 

2.1 An overview of sport organisations and sport business 

The research starts out by defining sport and sport organizations before moving on to 

look at elements that are associated to sport organizations. Since our case study focuses 

on the team sport industry, we examine its present situation to better comprehend it. 

2.1.1 Defining sport 

Sport is a concept which has variety of definitions since it has no “pure essence or 

“pure nature” (Trenberth & Collins, 1999) like many other phenomena. Sport is 

socially constructed phenomenon which takes place in a social context and is modelled 

by social actions which are creating that context together. Hence, sport has no static 

form which indicates that sport business managers need to deal with constant change.  

In this paper, Council of Europe`s European Sport Charters (1992) definition of sport 

“Sport means all forms of physical activity which, through casual or organised 

participation, aims at improving physical fitness and mental wellbeing, forming social 

relationships, or obtaining results in competition at all levels” is adapted.   

2.1.2 Sport organisations  

In this paper, we apply Slack`s and Parent`s (2006, p.5) definition of sport 

organisations as they described those as “social entities involved in the sport industry 

and as being goal directed, with a consciously structured activity system and a 

relatively identifiable boundary”. Many of the sport organisations are aimed to make 

profits for their owners, while there are portion of sport organisations which operate 
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as non-profit or as voluntary organisations. Additionally, there exists public sector 

sport organisations which primarily function is to support and promote other sport 

organisations operating capabilities such as Finnish Olympic Committee. In this paper, 

the focus is set on team sport organisations which seek to generate profits and we take 

the liberty to identify those as “clubs”. 

Clubs are generally small-and-medium sized enterprises, measured in revenue and 

employees. For example, professional ice-hockey club`s average revenue in Finnish 

league, named Liiga, was EUR 7.5 million and average number of employees was 60 

in season 2019-2020 (Ernest & Young, 2021). We use the reference year 2019-2020 

since COVID-19 pandemic had a significant effect on club’s financial statics during 

seasons 2020-2021, which would therefore not present the appropriate picture.  The 

total revenue of a single club is often result of multiple avenues, such as stadium 

concessions, multimedia rights, broadcasting rights, corporate sponsorships, 

individual donations, ticket sales and merchandise sales (Gladden & Milne, 1999; 

Leeds & Von Allmen, 2001; Smith & Smith, 2009). According to Ernest & Young 

(2020), in Finnish professional ice-hockey context, clubs` ticket sale accounted only 

on average 24 percent of clubs´ total revenues in season 2019-2020. If organisation`s 

core service counts only for 24 percent of total revenue, it is clear that the clubs have 

to be active on multiple venues in addition to discussed revenue streams, clubs` may 

own business units which are completely unrelated to sports core product with a goal 

to finance the sport activities (YLE, 2022).  

For clubs, acquired revenue and created profits are only part of success. As Cay and 

Bourdon (2016) explained, sport organisations need to prosper in both, its financ ia l 

performance and sport performance as sports are getting increasingly commercialized.  

This duality of success is further emphasized by Gladden and Milne (1999) when they 

showed that club`s brand equity, which is depended on club`s sport success (Gladden 

& Funk, 2001), had a significant positive effect on merchandise revenues. Ernest and 

Young released analysis about Finnish ice-hockey league in 2021, from where this 

correlation between financial success and sport success can be identified. This occurs 

consequently from human resource dependency in clubs sport performance, since one 

can hire more skilful and capable players and coaches by increase in club`s revenues. 

In most cases, human resources are the single largest cost unit, and this claim holds 
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also over these Finnish ice-hockey clubs, since the average human resource costs were 

59 percent of clubs total costs in season 2019-2020 (Ernest & Young, 2021).  The 

background of clubs cost structure lies in the core service that these organisations offer 

for their customers.  

In this paper, the research is set on team sport context. Therefore, the core sport service 

is sport event. Sport events have intangible, subjective, and perishable commodity 

aspects, excluding videotaping and delayed broadcasts, which is created by human 

resources of two competing club`s. The customers of this core sport service must enter 

the venue where the core service can be consumed. According to Trenberth (2013) this 

consumption is the basis for sport customers experienced value, which therefor 

determines the customer`s level of satisfaction to the service when the service is 

simultaneously produced and consumed. Since the service has subjective aspect, 

Mullin, Hardy, and Sutton (2014) highlighted that the sport customer`s satisfaction is 

difficult to ensure and that there is no other product or services which generates such 

emotional attachment and strong personal identification towards the product or 

service, and it can have positive or negative effects. It is reasonable to argue that these 

customers` satisfaction can be affected with additional value creation by additiona l 

services like offering beverages, food, sports betting, sport unrelated entertainment, 

etc. 

Sports increasing commercialisation globally have increased clubs` options for 

additional revenue streams from sponsorships to partnerships with other commercia l 

agents. Therefore, clubs` face multiple layers of stakeholders who affect to 

organisations financial success. This stakeholder complexity creates specific 

challenges for clubs` (Trenberth, 2013). To operate successfully, clubs need to manage 

all their stakeholder relationships and form mutually beneficial relationships with 

various stakeholders including their sport customers (Boon, 1999). In addition, clubs` 

are entangled to various governing institutions at the local, national, and internationa l 

levels which have authority over codified rules that affect clubs` operations – like the 

World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA). For instance, in context of football Junghagen 

(2016) pointed out that stakeholder complexities led to tensions between various 

stakeholders (e.g., sport consumers versus sponsors; governing institutions versus 

sponsors) due to conflicting interests.  
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As discussed earlier, clubs have their unique aspects when compared to more 

traditional business organisations. Nevertheless, those operate under the same general 

economic conditions and face the same economic forces as traditional businesses – 

like fiscal policies, patterns of consumption, resource scarcity, etc. according to Slack 

and Parent (2006). To elaborate the context of this research, the discussion continues 

next from organisational level to industry level.   

2.1.3 Team sport industry 

In recent years, the team sport industry has risen its popularity. From 2006 to 2015, 

North America`s team sport leagues have expanded in revenue from USD 17.7 to 30.5 

billion having annual growth rate of 5.62% (Bradbury, 2019). In Finnish context, the 

largest team sport league, Liiga, made in year 2019 EUR 116 million in revenue and 

at the same timeframe, Swedish ice-hockey team sport league (Svenska Hockey 

League) had EUR 178 million in revenue (Ernest & Young, 2021).  

The increasing focus on commodification, commerce, merchandising, contracting, 

sponsorship, and entertainment in sports has developed the sport business into 

industry. Leberman, Collins and Trenberth (2006) call for professionalism and expert 

competence from the managers of the industry, in order to remain the clubs viable, 

since the increase in commercialism in sport industry. On the other hand, clubs in team 

sport industry should not be managed like any other business since the industry holds 

its unique aspects. 

The team sport industry is described by Neale (1964) to consist of multi- leve l 

production structure where the first level is categorized by the contribution of team 

members. The second level of team sport production is characterized by competition 

among two rival teams. On the third and last level the competition matches are tied 

together in a season long competition, the championships, which according to Frank 

(2013) gives team sport events an extra entertainment dimension. This is a unique 

aspect of team sport industry since the competition is inherent in the industry’s core 

functions. In more traditional industry models, the organisation`s goal could be to 

overtake market share and eliminate competitors to maximise its profits. In team 

sports, however, the competition between other clubs is required for their economic 
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success (Trenberth, 2013). So being, it could be argued that in local context team sport 

industry`s clubs are competing against each other’s in sports success. In economic 

success they mainly compete against other team sport industries and entertainment 

industry actors – locally and internationally. 

On economic level, team sport industry is competing over customers leisure time with 

entertainment option, which is inconsistent and unpredictable, since the outcome of 

the game, in normal conditions, is not known. Compared to other industries, the sport 

industry marketers sell excitement and unpredictability to its customers (Trenberth, 

2013). Another unique aspect of the industry is that the sold service holds emotions 

and attachments which are major part of the consumption (Bee & Havitz, 2010; Hunt, 

Bristol, & Bashaw, 1999). These aspects together create the entertainment factor for 

team sport industry’s` core service which is competing against other entertainment 

possibilities developed by other industries. Thus, sports core product competes with 

all other forms of leisure activity (Hall et al., 2010). 

Nevertheless, global sport organisations – like National Hockey League (NHL), 

National Basketball Association (NBA), National Football League (NFL), and English 

Premier League (EPL) have grown their leagues and their clubs` brands in recent years. 

This development in team sports industry has increased the competing landscape 

between clubs (Ditizio, 2018) also at economical level. As noted by Helland (2007), 

American team sports have become part of a global entertainment network and big 

business. In our opinion, in the end team sport industry competes over customers 

leisure time. Due to globalisation, the customers can today choose between many 

different entertainment options, also between team sport entertainment options. In 

continuum, globalisation of team sports challenges also sports organisations other 

stakeholder relationships (e.g., sponsors), since it creates pressures for these 

stakeholders to create new partnerships with new more interesting options given them 

by globalisation (Ditizio, 2018). 

Sports have been part of societies for centuries and the resent commercialisation have 

developed sports to industry. Since the sports have long history before becoming an 

industry, we argue that it holds conservative characteristics, which are pointed out by 

Stewart`s and Smith`s (1999) research. They noted that in sport industry technologica l 
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change is often resisted by its managers, which cherish industry’s traditional mindset. 

As Lewis (2004) pointed out, the sport industry is facing a clash between the old way 

of doing business, which relies on tacit knowledge and intuition – and the new way of 

doing business, which relies on evidence and technology. In our opinion, this clash is 

currently occurring in team sport industry due to change in customer preferences, 

which create clubs` pressures to change.   

According to Tripsas (2008) research, demand side factors – like customer 

preferences, can alter the attractiveness of new technologies and thus force the 

introduction of new technologies in industry. The research additionally showed that 

the change in customer preferences can occur due to their prolonged experiences with 

technologies which fundamentally alter their needs. In addition, the interplay between 

heterogenous preferences of various customer segments and technological progress 

can according to Tripsas (2008) lead to industry disruption by new technology. Finally, 

the research also pointed out that proactive organisations inside the industry can shape 

the customer preferences through media, which we have been seen in team sport 

industry since global sport organisations (e.g., NHL, NBA, NFL, and EPL) have 

increased their brands` influence over the world.  

An S&P 500 company, Nielsen, which provides global measurement and data 

analytics, conducted sport industry trends analysis in 2018. They listed five trends that 

are rapidly affecting sport industry distribution disruption, esports evolution, content 

takeover, sponsorship to partnership, and sports in our changing society. The main 

takeaway from their analysis is that the new technology plus changing consumer habits 

equals to new opportunities and uncertainties, which sport industry managers need to 

consider achieving economically vital clubs in the future. This interpretation is in line 

with earlier discussed sport industry literature.  

2.2 Sport customers and sport consumption 

Spectators are costumers of team sports core service. They constitute the fundamenta ls 

of sport organisations` financial success in terms of revenue streams, even their direct 

impact to club`s revenue thru ticket sales is around one fourth of the total turnover on 

average. Their earned attention volume also affects club`s attractiveness towards 
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various stakeholders (e.g., sponsorships and television rights) which has direct effect 

to club`s financial success. Therefore, fans are the ones which demand clubs` should 

answer with their products and service (Samra & Wos, 2014).  

It is widely accepted among practitioners and academic scholars that sport consumers 

are complex and difficult to understand. According to Funk, Alexandris and McDonals 

(2016) sport consumers are diverse in nature, stubborn, inconsistent, selective, 

emotional, logical and tend to make irrational decisions which makes their behaviour 

prediction a challenge. Additionally, sport consumers decision making is affected by 

wide variety of personal, environmental, and psychosocial forces (Funk et al., 2016).   

The sport consumption situation is subjective in nature. It involves individua l 

customer`s experiences based on the interplay with the sport environment which 

composes of physical and technology intermediated experiences (Funk, Beaton & 

Alexandris, 2012; Yoshida, James & Cronin, 2013). Researchers (Meyer & 

Wchwager, 2007; Grewal, Roggeveen, Runyan, Nordfält, & Lira, 2009; Verhoef et al., 

2009; Lemon & Verhoef, 2016) have defined the sport consumer experience as a 

cognitive, social, affective, and physical towards direct (e.g., consumption and 

purchase) and indirect (e.g., social network and media) confront with a club, its 

products and services, and other consumers. This definition implies that sport 

consumers interact in both indirect and direct encounters. 

This duality of sport consumers interaction is especially seen in sport events where 

consumers act often in a party and are affected by other consumers and the club`s core 

service. In the event, spectators participate and contribute to event experience co-

creating by acting emotionally, singing, cheering, and creating the atmosphere. This 

event experience creates value to sport consumers which is according to Woratschek, 

Horbel and Popp (2014) result from resource integration from their social groups. 

Furthermore, sport consumers can co-create value by contributing to the prestige of a 

sport event, for example, by participating in customer communities (van Doorn, 

Lemon, Mittal, Nass, Pick, Pirner &Verhoef, 2010) or by giving recommendations for 

the event to other customers (world-of-mouth) (Horbel, 2013). Moreover, other 

customers presence during consumption has influence to the customers` perceived 

service quality and the opinion of the value propositions according to Raghunathan 
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and Corfman (2006); Ramanathan and McGill (2007); Uhrich and Benkenstein (2010). 

Watching an ice-hockey game alone in small ice-rink is a dramatically different 

experience than watching it in a sold-out arena. 

Pine and Gilmore (1990) view that customer experience matters even more than 

economic experience. They argue that when customers are presented possibility to buy 

products and services at the lowest prices, then they tend to seek to take their precious 

time – and hard-earned money – to consume it on more memorable, more engaging, 

and more highly valued experiences. Consequently, Söderman and Dolles (2013) 

argue that it takes highly skilled actors to create an experience which provides a 

memorable offering that has potential to hold positively in customers mind for a long 

time, but to achieve this, the customer needs to be lured into the venue and the 

customer must participate in value co-creation actively so the experience can be felt. 

Additionally, to serve subjectively constructed customer experiences, the event 

organisers must dynamically personalize the events according to the responses, needs 

and behavioural traits of the customers.  

2.2.1 Types of sport consumers 

Marketing researchers (Hunt et al. 1999; Stewart et al. 2003) have identified different 

types of sport consumers which are referred as fans. They are categorized based on 

their identification to and level of attachment to particular sport (or club). Some 

researchers (Quick, 2000) have used sport service usage rates (levels of spectatorships) 

in their fan classifications, finding “theatre-goers”, “fair-weather fans” and “hardcore 

fans”. These sport fan classifications fit together in means that the level of emotiona l 

attachments to the sport or club facilitates the sport service usage rates. “Hardcore 

fans” experience higher emotional attachment than “fair-weather fans” and/or 

“theatre-goers”. In typical cases, “Hardcore fans” show enduring emotiona l 

involvement with their club or sport whereas “fair-weather fans” and “theatre-goers” 

display situational and temporal emotional involvement (Madrigal 1995).  

Samra and Wos (2014) summarises previously done research on sport customers by 

forming three fan types which hold the same characteristics than previously mentioned 

“theatre-goers”, “fair-weather fans”, and “hardcore fans”. In their research they 
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divided fans to temporary fans (which can be seen as “theatre-goers”), devoted fans 

(which can be seen as “fair-weather fans”), and fanatical fans (which can be seen as 

“hardcore fans”). In this research we adopt Samra`s and Wos` (2014) division of fans.  

Temporary fan`s interest in the sport event or any sport phenomenon is time 

constrained which refers to fact that for instance, when the sport event is over the fan 

is no longer motivated to exercise her/his behaviour toward the sports object. After the 

sport phenomenon, the fan rather returns to normal behaviour. This time constancy is 

the main difference between temporary fan and other sport fan types (Samra & Wos, 

2014). Although, according to Hunt et al. (1999) temporary fan does not identify 

herself or himself as a “fan” and being a fan is not part of their self-concept. Cialdini, 

Borden, Thorne, Walker, Freeman, and Sloan (1976) suggested that their theory about 

basking in reflected glory (BIRG) could explain temporary fans motivations and 

behaviour. According to the theory, temporary fans attempt to internalize the success 

of others and likely use the word “we” to describe a win (“we won”) and on in the 

situation of loss, pronoun “they” is used to (“they lost”). This disassociat ion 

phenomenon from losing team is according to Hunt et al. (1999) referred as “cutting-

off reflected failure” or CORFing. BIRGing and CORFing is also seen to be unique 

characteristic to temporary fans.      

The devoted fan shows interest to their club or specific player even if the specific time 

constrained phenomenon – like match event has ended or if the fan`s geographica l 

location has changed. In addition to this differentiation from temporal fans, devoted 

fans link fandom to their self-identification, yet not central self-definition. Devoted 

fans show attachment towards object of their fandom, and they hold attitude of my 

“team right or wrong” (Sanra & Wos, 2014).  

Fanatical fans show unique forms of loyalty towards object of their fandom, which is 

characterised by intense level of commitment, devotion, passion, allegiance, 

enthusiasm, involvement, and emotional attachment (Bristow & Sebastian, 2001; 

Cova & Cova, 2002; Funk & James, 2001; Muniz & 0`Guinn, 2001; Oliver, 1999; 

Redden & Steiner, 2000; McAlexander, Schouten & Koenig, 2002). When compared 

to devoted fan, the fanatical fan is similar in a way that there is no time or distance 

boundaries and they define their selves through attachment towards the sports 
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consumption object (e.g., sport, club, or player), but this self-identification goes 

beyond devoted fans` (Samra & Wos, 2014).  

2.2.2 Sport consumer motivations and behaviour 

Motivation has been defined by McCelland (1951) to be the driving force which 

stimulates individuals to actions. Iso-ahola (1982); Mowen and Minor (1998) extends 

the above description by noting that motivation stands for individuals activated 

internal condition that awakes, directs, and leads to certain behaviour. It is generally 

accepted that motivation reflects a five sequential stage process 1. need recognition 2. 

tension reduction 3. drive state 4. want; and 5. goal-directed behaviour (Schiffman & 

Kanuk, 2001). 

The connection between motivation and fans` behaviour can according to Richins and 

Bloch (1986) be enduring or temporary. Hunt et al. (1999) presented classifica t ion 

schema which focuses on the different fan type sources of motivations and behaviours. 

According to this schema, motivation is tied to time or space and therefore is more 

temporary inherently. In situation where temporary circumstances (e.g., social 

pressures) are the source of fan`s motivation to – for instance to attend sport event – 

the motivation is termed to be situational. On the contrary, when the motivation is not 

bound to context the motivation is identified to be enduring in nature. This kind of 

enduring motivation occurs among fans which perceive the sport object (e.g., sport 

league, club, or player) as essential to her or his self-concept and it has no location or 

time constrains. Temporary fan`s sources of motivations are situational, whereas 

devoted and fanatical fan`s motivational sources are enduring. The differences 

between devoted and fanatical fans occur because of their level of attachment to the 

sports object. 

We continue the research by examining five different motivations which hold differ ing 

relevancy for each identified fan types. These motivations relevancy for each discussed 

fan types, based on Samra`s and Wos` (2014) research, are illustrated in figure 1., 

where values on the Y-axel are 0 = non relevant, 1 = low relevancy, 2 = medium 

relevancy, and 3 = high relevancy. The motivations are discussed more deeply below. 
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Figure 1. Fan motivations` relevancy (Adapted from Samra & Wos 2014: 268) 

Emotional stimulation. It is generally known that sports can offer its fans stimula t ion 

and stress. Positive and enjoyable stress is in many cases referred as “eustress” which 

is a significant motivational factor appealing fans (Madgiral 1995; Mahony & 

Moorman 1999). Desire to achieve excitement and stimulation by sport is involved 

(Gantz 1981; Sloan 1989). Fans who experience high level of eustress motivation take 

actions to use their pastime with sport because they enjoy the excitement and arousal 

which they get by watching sport. The eustress can be for instance cause of drama of 

a close game or escape from individual’s everyday routines (Samra & Wos 2014).  

 

Group Affiliation. In most situations, enjoying sport is a social activity (Danielson 

1997) – like when it occurs at a restaurant, a bar, at home, or at the sport event arena, 

there most likely is many other people. Some individuals are precisely motivated to 

sports because of the social aspect which attracts them. Therefore, they are motivated 

by the group affiliation motive which refers to a desire to spend time with others  

(Grantz & Wenner 1995; Guttman 1986; Melnick 1993; Pan, Gabert, McGaught, & 

Branvold, 1997; Smith, 1988). Group affiliation is characterised by a desire for 

positive distinctiveness from different social groups (Mahony, Madrigal & Howard,  

2002). Humans have a need for social interaction which leads to sense of 
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belongingness and sport spectating in a social environment can help to fulfil that need 

(Mann 1969; Aveni 1977). The opportunity to spend time with friends is a major 

motivational force for some fans to make the decision to consume sport (Melnick 

1993; Pan et al 1997). This motive is seen to be common among sports fans that are 

married or have children (Wann, Schrader & Wilson, 1999). 

 

Group Disassociation. There are individuals which support their teams in a solitary 

way according to Samra`s and Wos` (2014) research. Most of the sport consumers 

belong to a group but there is a minority which is motivated by group disassociat ion 

when consuming sports. 

 

Economic. Gambling has the potential for economic gains from sports. This economic 

gain gains attracts some individuals to the role of a fan and those are themed to be 

driven by economic motive (Granz & Wenner 1995; Guttmann 1986). 

 

Self-identity. Identity salience have been found to be related to commitment to take 

part in a leisure activity and to time spent in the activity (Shamir 1992).  Additiona lly, 

Laverie (1998) have demonstrated that identity salience is advisable predictor of 

motivation for participation in specific free time activity. Therefore, individuals with 

high level of identity salience towards sport fandom will attend more games than 

individuals with low in identity salience (Samra & Wos, 2014).  

 

Information acquisition. Many fans are motivated to gain knowledge of particular 

sport and attend sports events therefor. Some individuals are interested to improve 

their knowledge on physical fitness and therefor watch sport events (Ryckman & 

Hamel 1993). 

 

These motivations can occur over time or situationally depending on individua l`s 

involvement level. Involvement is an internal state variable that affects to what extend 

a particular stimuli or situation creates arousal, interests, or drive that mediates 

customer behaviour according to Mitchell (1979). The research on involvement differs 

situational involvement from enduring involvement (Richins & Bloch 1986). Enduring 

involvement consists of the continuing baseline level of interest or concern with a 

product or an activity – like individual fans continuing interest towards particular team. 
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Situational involvement is a temporal and passing increase in interest and concern 

towards the product or activity due to time specific circumstances according to Richin 

and Bloch (1991). For instance, fan can have high situational involvement in a specific 

evening to attend sports event but her/his baseline interest towards the particular sport 

or team is low. This example demonstrates temporal fan type`s involvement levels. 

High levels of enduring involvement occur likely when individual perceives the 

spectated activity to offer hedonic benefits or is linked with the self-identity (Houston 

& Rothschild 1978). Summary of different fan types` involvement levels is presented 

in Figure 2., where values on the Y-axel are 0 = no involvement, 1 = low level of 

involvement, 2 = medium level of involvement, and 3 = high level of involvement. 

The data is lead from Samra`s and Wos` (2014) research.  

 

 

Figure 2. Fan Types`involment levels (Adapted from Samra & Wos 2014:268) 

These discussed motivations and types` of involvement lead to certain fan behaviours 

which verify between fan types. This variation among different fan types and between 

brand commitment, personal commitment, advocacy, and usage rate are illustrated 

below in Figure 3., where values on the Y-axel are 0 = no value, 1 = low level, 2 = 

medium level, and 3 = high level. 
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Figure 3. Fan types` behavioural variation (Adapted from Samra & Wos 2014: 268) 

Next, we take into deeper examination on event attendance behaviour since “an aging 

population with a declining attendance rate, along with increased competition among 

sports and entertainment products, has made it important for sport managers to better 

understand what motivates individuals to attend events” (Funk, Beaton & Pritchard 

2009: 127).  

2.2.3 Event attendance behaviour 

Temporary fans attend sporting events more likely if there are only few alternative 

competing choices (Zhang, Smith, Pease, & Jambor (1997). These alternative choices 

are not limited to other sporting events but rather the consumer`s choice pool consists 

of other entertainment possibilities where she/he makes the choice from (Robertson & 

Pope 1999). This argument is supported widely among researchers (Al-Thibiti, 2004; 

Tomlinson, Buttle, & Moores, 1995; Dietz-Uhler et al., 2000; Fink et al., 2002; 

Greenstein and Marcum, 1981; Kwon and Trail, 2001; Robertson & Pope, 1999; 

Shank, 2001; Zhang et al., 1997) which have presented that the competition for sport 

event attendance is extensive. On-site attendance competes also with the choice to 

watch the sporting event on television (Dietz-Uhler et al., 2000). Therefore, sport event 
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attendance choice competes with all other choice possibilities of leisure activity (Hall, 

O`Mahony & Viecel, 2010).  

Trinh (2018) conducted research on sport event attendance behaviour where the author 

used negative binomial distribution model to find sport customers which hold the 

highest economic possibilities for sport organisations. As a result, the author presented 

that “non- or light attendees” (which fall under temporary fan category) hold the 

highest economic potential for clubs. It was shown that the high number of temporary 

fans compared to other fan types was the main factor. In addition, non-attendees were 

shown to be even more important in economic matter, than customers who had 

previously been in sport events.  

2.2.4 Sport consumers shifting preferences 

Funk (2017) executed research about future directions of the sport industry for the next 

10 years and how those would affect the sport consumers. Seven main areas were 

identified which will have the most impact on customers behaviour : 

internationalization and globalization, technology, individualization and 

personalization, sport consumer experiences, generational shifts, social and health 

benefits of sports, and commercialization.  

Advancements in technology and specific technologies – like social media, virtua l 

reality, digital marketing, multiple screen viewing, eSports, and audience 

fragmentation – were highlighted as trends having most impact on future sport 

consuming. Specifically, the research suggested that technology had the potential of 

improving the sport consumer experience and implementing value creating 

technologies would require managerial know-how. Technology-driven change will 

have affect to growing individualization or personalization of sport consumption 

experience and this trend shall be emphasized by generational shift (Funk, 2017).  

Addittionally, an S&P 500 company, Nielsen, which provides global measurement and 

data analytics, conducted global sports marketing report in 2022 which highlighted 

fans shifting preferences. According to the report, the fans demand for content related 

to a live sport event (e.g., highlights, recap videos, match announcements, etc.) is  
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nearly the same as it is for digitally delivered events. The content is also able to attract 

new audience until it is presented outside of the platforms related to the sport match 

itself – like TikTok, which is especially relevant for generation Z. Engagement with 

video-based social media platforms is also increasing on fans behalf since they are 

eager to play a role in content creation. The change between platform usages from 

2020 to 2021 is presented in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Change in social media usage for sports news and content (Adapted from Nielsen Fan 

Insight, August 2021) 

Additionally, the report emphasized growth of multi-screen viewing. It argued that in 

total 33 percent of fans who watch spots on digital platforms or TV, simultaneous ly 

watched other live content during 2020 and 2021. When narrowing the focus to 

generation Z, the amount was 47 percent. In Figure 5. we demonstrate their findings 

among different activities done during multi-screen viewing.  
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Figure 5. Fan activities while watching sports (Adapted from Nielsen Fan Insights, August 2021) 

Another impact having trend to sport consuming according to the research (Funk, 

2017) was increasing internationalization or globalization of sport. The focus was on 

expected dominance of international leagues (e.g., NHL, NBA, NFL, and EPL) to take 

over market share from national leagues (e.g., Liiga and SHL). 
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3 RESOURCE-BASED THEORY AND COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE 

This chapter of the research discusses how businesses might create competitive 

advantages in light of resource-based theory. In order to continue understanding the 

fundamental microfoundations of those skills, the research will continue to look at 

organizations' resources, capabilities, and dynamic capabilities. This gives us a better 

understanding of how nudges may impact a firm's ability to achieve competitive 

advantage. 

3.1 From resource-based view to theory 

Organizational resources were identified as important antecedents of firm`s success 

(Penrose, 1959) by previous research to 1980s when the resource-based view (RBV) 

of firm began to gain foothold in economic science. Back then, the assumption was 

that industry- level parameters formed individual organisations profit potential (Porter, 

1979). After time passed, researchers began to manifest that firm`s resources and 

capabilities, which are firm-level parameters, were the main actors determining its 

profits (Wernerfelt, 1984). The research of Werenfelt (1984) is the first essential 

cornerstone work to the RBV which were helped by other researchers` (Lippman & 

Rumelt, 1982; Barney, 1986) effort to evolve into resource-based theory (RBT). 

Further, Barney (1991) recapitulated resources and competitive advantages 

definitions, core attributes, and characteristics.   

RBT focuses on factors that can create competitive advantage for organisation and 

which is to be acquired by a firm when it generates “more economic value than the 

marginal (breakeven) competitor in its product market” (Peteraf & Barney, 2003: p. 

314). Barney (1991) complements the definition by arguing that competitive 

advantage is acquired by firm when it is implementing a value creating strategy which 

its competitors are not implementing at the same time. So being, in the core of value 

creating strategy is firms’ resources which according to Barney (1991) can be divided 

to three categories: physical capital resources (e.g., equipment, finances, plants), 

human capital resources (e.g., judgement, skills, employee intelligence), and 

organizational capital resources (e.g., planning, organisational structure, coordinating, 

controlling, HR systems). In situation where a firm can create more economic value 
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than it`s competing firms and the competing organisations can’t duplicate the benefits 

of this used strategy, a firm has achieved sustainable competitive advantage (SCA) 

(Barney & Clark, 2007).  

The theory is based on two fundamental logical assumptions about firm`s resources 

which are resource heterogeneity and resource immobility. Firstly, according to 

resource heterogeneity firms vary between the resources they hold even in the same 

industry. This implies that some organisations are more successful than other because 

they own unique sets of resources (Peterf & Barney, 2003). Secondly, these resources 

are not everlasting since those are hard to trade across firms. This resource immobility 

sets limits for heterogeneous resources and therefore their benefits for firm may 

become extinct. These two fundamental logical assumptions proposes that when firm 

holds resources that are valuable and which only few other firms can have, but those 

find it too expensive or challenging to imitate, then this firm owning these resources 

can generate SCA (Barney & Hesterly, 2012). 

Resource’s ability to generate SCA can be analysed by VRIO framework which sets 

four conditions which all according to Barney and Hesterly (2012) has to be 

simultaneously met so the resource is able to create SCA for firm. First, resource must 

be valuable which occurs according to Barney (1991) when resource enables 

organisation to use strategies that increase effectiveness and efficiency. This helps firm 

to exploit opportunities or neutralize threats which refers to traditional strength, 

weakness, opportunity, threat (SWOT) analyse. However, capitalizing on valuable 

resources is not enough to create competitive advantage (CA), since competing 

organisations can do it too.  

Secondly, a resource has to be rare. When the resource is controlled and capitalized 

by only few competing firms it is said to be rare (Barney, 1991). In case where a 

resource is valuable but not rare, utilizing the resource can only create competitive 

parity for a firm. This occurs due the fact that other organisations can also utilise the 

resource. Third condition states that a resource must be imperfectly imitable. This 

occurs when it is significantly costly to develop or obtain for firms` competitors 

(Barney & Hesterly, 2012). Resource can be imperfectly imitable due to its unique 

historical conditions (e.g., copyrights, patents, and the way firm’s capabilities and 
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resources develop), causal ambiguity (e.g., there is no clear understanding how firm`s 

resources create CA), or/and social complexity (e.g., management, people, and 

organisational culture) according to Barney (1991). In case when a resource holds 

value and rarity but is not imperfectly imitable, exploiting it only grants organisat ion 

temporary competitive advantage (TCA). This suggests that when firm’s competitors 

obtain and exploit this resource at minimal cost disadvantage, all the CA that the 

resource gave to firm will vanish over time. On the other hand, if the resource meets 

all three conditions discussed (valuable, rare, and imperfectly imitable) it holds 

potential to generate SCA for organisation (Barney & Hesterly, 2012).   

Fourth condition to be met in pursue of SCA is organization which states that valuable, 

rare, and imperfectly imitable resources` must be exploited by organizations processes 

(Barney, 1997). This suggests that unproductive organizational policies, processes, 

and procedures can devastate a resource`s CA generation potential. For this reason, the 

organization is an actor that either allows or prevents its resources to create SCA, given 

that those are valuable, rare, and costly to imitate (Barney & Clark, 2007).  

3.2 Resources, capabilities, and dynamic capabilities 

The earlier discussion has addressed resources which refer to “tangible and intangib le 

assets that firms use to conceive of and implement its strategies” (Barney & Arikan 

2005, p. 138). Barney and Hesterly (2012) dividers resources into four categories: 

financial, human, physical, and organizational. Among resources, capabilities are 

central construct in RBT and those can be seen taking place in the “organization” part 

of the VRIO framework. Makadok (2001, p. 389) defines capabilities as “an 

organizationally embedded non-transferable firm-specific resource whose purpose is 

to improve the productivity of the other resources possessed by the firm”.  

Teece, Pisano & Shuen (1997) noted that capabilities are key attributes which affect 

management’s ability to adapt, integrate, and reconfigure internal skills, resources, and 

functional competences in business environment where change is inherent. In their 

paper (Teece, et al. 1997) they introduced dynamic capabilities where dynamic refers 

to the capacity to reshape competences in business environment where change is 

constantly inherent. Teece (2007, p. 1 319) defined dynamic capabilities as capabilit ies 
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which can “continuously create, extend, upgrade, protect, and keep relevant the 

enterprise`s unique asset base”.  Teece (2007) conceptualised these capabilities to be 

affected by managerial abilities (1) sensing and shaping of opportunities and threats, 

(2) seizing opportunities, and (3) maintaining competitiveness through enhancing, 

protecting, combining, and reconfiguring the firm`s tangible and intangible assets. 

Therefore, dynamic capabilities are resources that modify other resources and ensure 

their value creation even the processes and business environment changes. This 

approach offers a framework for analysis that makes it easier to understand how firms 

adjust and react to a changing business environment. In other words, this model 

demonstrates how dynamic capabilities can be used by microfoundations. Teece 

(2007) defines microfoundations to be “skills, processes, procedures, organisationa l 

structures, decision rules, and disciplines” (2007, p. 1319).   

Dynamic capabilities require their own stand-alone theory according to Teece (2007); 

Teece et al. (1997) while other researchers (Peteraf & Barney, 2003) view dynamic 

capabilities as a means to extend RBT to dynamic business ecosystems. Peteraf and 

Barney (2003, p. 321) argue that “dynamic capabilities literature is entirely consistent 

with RBT and should not be viewed as a separate theory”. In line with their argument, 

in this research dynamic capabilities are examined as another type of resource that can 

be analysed within an RBT framework. 

3.3 Clubs` dynamic capabilities and their microfoundations related to 

temporary fans` event attendance  

As we discussed in chapter 2, team sport industry is currently in turbulence caused by 

rapidly evolving technology, changing customer needs and preferences, and increased 

competition of customers` leisure time use due globalisation and growth of other 

entertainment options and increased commercialisation of sports. Therefore, we 

continue to examine the team sport industry in light of dynamic capabilities since those 

are the determinant resources of firm`s CA/SCA in rapidly changing business 

environment. Nevertheless, traditional successful business elements (e.g., owning 

tangible assets, maintaining quality, controlling costs) must be managed but those 

alone unlikely can create CA/SCA in turbulent industry (Teece, 2007).  
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Additionally, we discussed about sport consumers relevance for clubs and pointed out 

how crucial part sport consumers play for clubs’ economic success. The earlier 

literature review also noted how sport consumers event attendance has extending 

impact for clubs’ economics, affecting directly by i.e., ticket sales and indirectly by 

increasing clubs` attractiveness to sponsors and other stakeholders. Therefore, the 

research continues to examine clubs` dynamic capabilities which can affect fans sport 

event attendance, since competitive advantage is defined as creating “more economic 

value than the marginal (breakeven) competitor in its product market” (Peteraf & 

Barney, 2003: p. 314).  It was shown by Trinh (2018) how temporary fan category 

holds the highest economic potential for clubs, thus this research is limited to examine 

temporary team sport fans event attendance phenomenon.  

As mentioned, organisations dynamic capabilities are firm level managerial abilit ies 

which affect – in this research’s context – the use of clubs’ tangible and intangib le 

resources. These dynamic capabilities can be divided into three different sequences 

sensing, seizing, and reconfiguring which have their own microdoundations. These 

microfoundations of dynamic capabilities refers to distinct skills, procedures, 

processes, organizational structures, disciplines, and decision rules possessed by the 

firm (Teece, 2007). Next the research focuses to identify club`s microfoundations for 

each part of the dynamic capabilities reflected on the earlier presented literature about 

sport business, which are presented in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6. Clubs` identified dynamic capabilities and microfoundations related to temporary fans` 

event attendance 

3.3.1 Sensing temporary fans event attendance possibilities 

It is obvious that not all individual employees or companies possess the same level of 

opportunity creation and/or identifying skills. Individuals must have access to 

knowledge as well as the capacity to detect, sense, and affect trends in order to create 

and/or uncover opportunities and threats. The individual's capabilities and current 

knowledge (or the knowledge and learning capacities of the organization to which the 

individual belongs)—particularly concerning user needs in connection to both 

conventional and new solutions—determine to some extent their capacity to perceive 

opportunities and threats. This calls for specialized expertise, creativity, the capacity 

to comprehend consumer decision-making, and practical wisdom (Nonaka & Toyama, 

2007). Therefore, in team sport context, clubs’ employees need to have access to 

temporary fans` event attendance motivations and decision-making relevant data to 

make beneficial decision in terms of temporary fans event attendance. Additiona lly, 

the employees need to be capable to interpret this data to refine it to knowledge.  

If the organization relies solely on a select few people's cognitive abilities to do 

sensory, creative, and learning tasks, it will be at risk. Inside the company, 
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organizational procedures may be implemented to gather new technologica l 

knowledge, take use of advances in exogenous science, keep an eye on consumer 

wants and competitor activity, and shape opportunities for new services and processes 

(Teece, 2007). So being, analytical systems which gather sport customer related 

information are crucial microfoundations that enables clubs to sense over time sifting 

opportunities and threats – like temporary fans event attendance factors.   

In summary, clubs` ability to learn and to sense sport consumers` event attendance 

related factors (e.g., changing customer needs, event attendance motivations) is a vital 

dynamic capability for clubs` economic success over time. This dynamic capability’s 

microfoundations consists of two identified components. First, employees need to 

have access to knowledge, and they must possess capabilities to utilise this knowledge. 

Second, the club need to have procedures to gather this knowledge over time. 

 

3.3.2 Seizing temporary fans event attendance possibilities 

The procedures through which clubs` operationalize the strategic objectives specified 

in the sensing stage are referred to as the seizing dimension, according to Teece (2007). 

These processes include strategic decisions, which demand for the acquisition or 

allocation of resources (financial, human, technological, etc.) to take advantage of 

identified possibilities. Clubs` microfoundations related to seizing temporary fans 

event attendance possibilities consists of resource allocation to marketing activit ies 

which reach temporary fans. These marketing activities need to address temporary fans 

event attendance motivational and behavioural characteristics – like situationa l 

commitment, emotional stimulus, and willingness for information acquisition (Samra 

& Wos, 2014) – to increase discussed fan segments` event attendance. 

Since sport clubs` are generally small-to-medium size organisations their resources are 

limited and the strategic decision-making, which include large amount of resource 

allocation, has long lasting affects because of path dependency. In general, the less 

resource acquisition or allocation for strategy operationalizing is needed, the more 

clubs` can test their sensed customer event attendance strategies. Additionally, this 
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emphasizes the importance of processual view of clubs` dynamic capabilities where 

seizing opportunities should be based fundamentally on sensed knowledge about the 

identified opportunities.  

3.3.3 Reconfiguring club`s tangible and intangible assets related to temporary fans` 

event attendance 

The ability to recombine and reconfigure assets and organizational structures as 

the markets and technology change, as they inevitably will, is a key to sustainab le 

profitable growth. To sustain evolutionary fitness and, if necessary, attempt to escape 

from unfavourable path dependencies, reconfiguration is required. Additiona lly, 

routine will develop as a result of success since it is important for operational 

effectiveness. Until to a change in the environment, routines assist maintain continuity 

(Teece, 2007).  

Thus, in temporary fans` event attendance context managerial abilities to reconfigure 

tangible and intangible assets as temporary fans` event attendance motivations change , 

can be identified as dynamic capability. To change marketing routines related to 

temporary fans` event attendance, customer data management can be identified as key 

microfoundation, since it provides the foundation to create knowledge about desirable 

routines. It happens frequently that a routine that was once effective starts to have 

rigidities and inertia that prevent it from being improved (Leonard, 1995), which 

highlights the salience of data management as a key microfoundation.  

3.4 RBT and dynamic capabilities as a consolidating theory  

RBT has the ability to serve as a unifying paradigm for integrating various theories 

and provide a basic foundation for several theoretical perspectives, according to 

researchers in both management and marketing (Palmatier, Dant, & Grewal, 2007; 

Peteraf 1993). Additionally, it offers a compelling framework for combining mult ip le 

resources (brands, relationships, and knowledge) into one model in order to examine 

their comparative and synergistic impacts on CA/SCA and performance (Capron & 

Hulland 1999; Palmatier et al. 2007). RBT is generally presented as a "theory of 
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theories" that might include other concepts into a single framework (Mahoney and 

Pandian 1992; Peteraf 1993). 

Our study illustrates the advantages of using a multi-theoretical perspective when 

using RBT to comprehend how nudge strategies can help clubs achieve CA/SCA by 

enhancing temporary fan event attendance. In previous literature review, this study has 

addressed the significance of temporary fans event attendance for clubs` CA/CSA and 

now it continues to examine how nudge strategies can affect temporary fans` event 

attendance. 
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4 NUDGES IN ORGANISATIONAL CONTEXT 

This chapter analyses the literature on nudges in general and looks at the function and 

tools of choice architecture in nudge development. The chapter also identifies aspects 

that impact a firm's ability to apply the nudge process effectively and looks more 

closely at nudge development criteria. 

4.1 An overview of Nudge theory 

The "nudge theory" pioneer Richard Thaler received the Nobel Prize in Economics for 

his work in behavioural economics. His contributions have created a link between the 

psychological and economic assessments of individual decision-making. His 

theoretical and empirical contributions have greatly contributed to the development of 

the new and quickly growing discipline of behavioural economics, which has had a 

significant impact on many areas of economic study and policy (Cai, 2020).  

Cybernetics is where the term "nudge" and its guiding principles were first established. 

This concept gained popularity after being introduced by economists Richard Thaler 

and Cass Sunstein (2008) in their book Nudge: Improving Decisions about Health, 

Wealth, and Happiness. According to their argument, which is founded on 

psychological research, we may purposefully choose how information and options are 

given to people and so affect their behaviour. That is, it is possible to encourage people 

towards taking action. In this research, the term "nudging" refers to a deliberate 

modification of decision architecture with the intention of engineering a specific result.  

Subconsciously, we may be prodded toward making a decision in our daily lives. At 

Schiphol Airport in Amsterdam, a housefly painted on the ceramic of a urinal urges 

users to aim more accurately (Thaler & Sunstein, 2008). Academics, public health 

experts, and corporate executives are becoming more and more interested in the nudge 

idea. For instance, Google is utilizing the nudge theory in a variety of ways to boost 

employee happiness and productivity (Ebert & Freibichler, 2017). The spatial 

influence on food choice is another one of the most well-known applications of nudge 

tactics. A common assertion is that changing the order or proximity of foods can 

influence food choice and encourage healthy eating habits. One study found that 
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increasing the accessibility of salad at a self-service food bar increased sales of the 

dish (Rozin, Scott, Dingley, Urbanek, Jiang, & Kaltenbach, 2011). 

Human responses to information are based on two processing systems: automatic and 

reflective, according to the nudge theory. The reflective system takes into account 

specific aims and intentions while the automatic system is quite subject to 

environmental effects. When a person is under pressure, such as time pressure, or when 

a situation is too complex or overwhelming for them to handle cognitively, their 

autonomic processing system takes over. Automatic systems rely on judgmenta l 

heuristics, or short, efficient rules, to make choices more quickly. In most cases, these 

rules are effective, but they may cause systematic errors from probability, logic, or 

rational choice theory. People don't always make the best decisions due to the role 

heuristics play in decision-making, demanding outside intervention in some cases 

(Cai, 2020).  

One of the major criticisms is that nudging is a disguise for psychologica l 

manipulation, and as such, it is debatable whether authoritative organisations have the 

authority to influence people's decisions by such manipulations (White, 2013; 

Kemmerer, Möllers, Steinbeis, & Wagner, 2016). This criticism focuses on governing 

authorities’ usage of nudging and in this research, we address nudging in sport industry 

concept where traditional market forces occur. Therefore, in our view there is no 

ethical challenges conducting this research.  

While it may be tempting to believe that options may be communicated in a "neutra l" 

manner ("Just the facts, Ma'am"), the truth is that there is no such thing as a neutral 

architecture—however a choice is communicated will always have an impact on the 

decision-maker (Johanson, Shu, Dellaert, Fox, Goldstein, Häubl, & Weber, 2012). The 

concept of "choice architecture," which Thaler and Sunstein first used in 2008, refers 

to the idea that there are various ways to present an option to a decision-maker and 

that what is frequently chosen is influenced by the manner the choice is presented.  

This concept offers significant potential for economic actors; thus, choice architecture 

describes how a change in a choice's structure affects behaviour without fundamenta l ly 

changing the economic incentives or the information consumers have about each 

option (Johnson et al. 2012; Thaler & Sunstein 2008). Consumer decisions can be 
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altered by manipulating the choice architecture; these changes are known as "nudges" 

(Loewenstein & Chater 2017; Thaler and Sunstein 2008).  

4.2 Tools of a choice architecture  

Choice architecture tactics are typically less expensive and intrusive than traditiona l, 

direct interventions and capitalize on people's habits and cognitive limitations (Thaler, 

Sunstein, & Balz, 2014). Johanson et al. (2012) divided these choice architecture 

tactics to two groups depending whether the architecture is focusing on structuring the 

choice task or describing the choice options. What should be presented to decision-

makers is addressed by tools for structuring the choice task. Reducing the number of 

options, using technology and decision aids, using default settings, focusing on 

satisficing, having a limited period of time, and task structure's impact on the search 

process are typical examples of choice task structuring. On the other hand, tools for 

describing choice options considers different ways to present these options to 

customers – like partitioning options and attributes or designing attributes (Johanson 

et al. 2012). 

4.2.1 Structuring the choice task 

Number of alternatives. How many possibilities (choice options) to show to the 

decision maker is one of the most difficult decisions a choice architect must make. 

Other times, there may be the risk of having too many options, often known as the 

tyranny of choice or choice overload (Schwartz, 2004), or too less choice options so 

the individual customer won’t be able to find a match with his/her preferences. The 

choice architect must consider two factors in order to decide how many options to 

offer: first, the likelihood that the consumer will find a match for their preferences will 

increase with more options; and second, the cognitive load on consumers will increase 

due to the need to evaluate more options. Therefore, the choice architect should be 

concerned about the decision-maker`s willingness to participate in the decision-

making process and their happiness with the decision-making process (Johanson et al., 

2012). 
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Technology and decision aids. Customers decisions are increasingly influenced by the 

usage of information technology (Murray, Liang, & Häubl, 2010). This technology 

might be implemented to help in the decision-making process. For example, we 

increasingly make decisions on what to buy, what to do, or what to attend to using a 

desktop or mobile computer interface. In addition, we can use technological tools like 

search engines or product recommendation systems to find appealing alternatives to 

the ones we were already considering and to eliminate those that don't interest us 

(Bodapati 2008; Haubl and Murray 2006; Xiao and Benbasat 2007). 

According to research, customers can benefit greatly from choice tools like product 

suggestion systems, which help people identify things that more closely match their 

interests while also putting less effort throughout the search process (Haubl and Trifts 

2000). However, these technologies can also reliably influence customers' decisions 

through extremely minor architectural elements like the selection of additiona l 

products displayed next to a suggested substitute (Cooke, Sujan H., Sujan M., & Weitz, 

2002). Consumers have been shown to like this kind of decision aids even those are 

put in place by profit-seeking organisations (Häubl & Murray 2006). 

Defaults. Defaults are options or settings that apply to people until they actively take 

efforts to change them (Brown and Krishna 2004). According to Szaszi, Palinkas, 

Palfi, Szollosi and Aczel (2018) defaults are the most researched nudges across 

different domains. When addressing defaults economical possibilities, research have 

found that appropriate product or service defaults assist both the business and the 

customer by simplifying decision-making, boosting customer satisfaction, lowering 

risk, and drive profitable purchases (Goldstein, Johnson, Herrmann & Heitmann, 

2008). Defaults are frequently viewed as classic examples of libertarian paternalism 

because of their ability to steer decision while yet preserving freedom of choice for 

customers and those appeal to a broad audience (Sunstein and Thaler, 2003). A 

significant national railroad in Europe made a slight tweak to its website so that, unless 

the customer unchecked a box on the online booking form, seat reservations would be 

automatically included with ticket purchases (at an added cost of one to two euros). 

Prior to the reform, 9% of tickets included reservations; after the change, 47% did, 

bringing in an extra $40 million yearly for the railroad. Only a minimal fixed cost in 

infrastructure and programming was required to generate this significant increase in 
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revenue which stands as a great example of well-designed default, according to 

Goldstein et al. (2008). 

Setting defaults is difficult because it requires organizations to weigh a variety of 

factors, including customer preferences and their goal to maximize revenues and 

reduce risk. Default policies should be considered at the highest levels of the business 

due to their significant impact on consumer behaviour. Consumers are more likely to 

select default settings of attributes when they start with attributes that give a larger 

number of configuration options than when they start with attributes that offer a lesser 

number of possibilities, according to research by Levav, Heitmann, Hermann, and 

Iyengar (2010). Organizations must create defaults with equal consideration for ethics 

and strategy given the defaults' ability to both favourably and negatively influence 

decisions and behaviour Goldstein et al. (2008). Goldstein et al. (2008) suggest a 

framework for organisations appropriate default settings placement. This framework 

divides defaults to mass defaults apply for all customers of a product or service and to 

personalized defaults which can be tailored to better meet customers` needs. The 

decision framework for setting defaults is illustrated in Figure 7.  

According to the framework, by their very nature, mass defaults give several customers 

a version of the offering that they wouldn't otherwise choose. Nevertheless, they are 

highly helpful when it can be safely predicted that the majority of buyers will favour 

a particular basic configuration or will benefit from the seller's recommendations.  

Mass defaults may be a company's only choice in situations where the seller is lacking 

knowledge about the profiles or preferences of its customers. The framework hold`s 

five different mass default options which are benign default, forced choice, random 

default, hidden options, and use of simplest/lowest cost/lowest-risk default.  
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Figure 7. A decision tree for setting defaults (Adapted from Goldstein, 2008:102) 
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Benign defaults are an organization's best estimates of which product or service 

configurations would be most desired by customers and provide the least risk to the 

company and its customers in the absence of segmentation-based information. When 

ending up using benign defaults for product or service, firms should consider: Which 

default would most likely be preferred by the majority of customers? What setup 

would we suggest to a person who has no preference? Can we provide a default that 

will save our customers time or effort? What different default configurations could 

lessen the risk if a default setting has the potential to damage some users (Goldstein, 

2008)?  

If giving customers freedom of choice enables them to harm themselves (e.g., children 

car-seat has multiple options for strapping, but one setup creates most safety) this 

should be denied by forced choice by the firm. Some businesses force potential clients 

to actively choose whether to utilize their products or not. That is referred as a forced-

choice solution for defaults by Goldstein (2008). According to the framework, forced 

choice is acceptable when it is better for the business to refuse access to a good or 

service rather than bear the possible expenses that clients who refuse to accept the 

terms of use might create. 

The framework presents that, random defaults are used when customers are randomly 

assigned to one of multiple default configurations. When an organization lacks 

knowledge about the preferences of the individual or the majority, feels that none of 

the configuration possibilities is the obvious good option, and feels that none would 

hurt, it can be beneficial. This occurs thus, companies can use random defaults to learn 

about their customers` preferences and transition from producing mass defaults to 

creating customized ones. 

Hidden defaults are described in the framework as defaults where consumer is given 

only one option by the firm even while there are difficult-to-find alternatives. These 

hidden defaults are frequently a convenient shortcut for firms and cause no damage to 

them or their customers. According to Goldstein (2008) hidden defaults are capable, 

for instance to reduce the use of items that are still under development or which 

availability the company wants to restrict in order to reduce costs.  
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Smart defaults present the first addressed personalized default. According to Goldstein 

(2008) these defaults use information about a specific consumer or market group to 

tailor settings in a way that is likely optimal for the customer and the firm, or at least 

fits the situation better than a mass default would. Smart defaults may base their 

decisions on demographic, geographic, or even product-specific measurement data. 

Thus, these defaults are not customized settings since the customer can opt out.  

Second personalized default in Goldstein`s (2008) framework is persistent defaults 

which hold the assumption that the best indicator of a customer`s future preferences is 

their prior decision. These defaults hold the potential to increase customer loyalty and 

satisfaction. On the other hand, as customer preference`s tend to change over time 

(Tripas, 2008) persistent defaults may not function as desired.   

Lastly, we address the adaptive defaults which according to Goldstein (2008) are 

dynamic: They change based on the most recent (often real-time) choices a consumer 

has made. These default types are especially useful in online settings where a customer 

must choose a series of decisions. If the company holds database of customers precious 

preferences, adaptive defaults can act as advisors, assisting users in identifying sets of 

features that they will likely want. Compared to mass defaults, personalized defaults 

are a wise choice since they more likely meet customers needs, but to achieve the full 

potential of personalized defaults companies need customer information readily 

available.  

Choice over time. Both the decision maker and the choice architect must consider the 

intertemporal structure of a task. Many of the decisions people make will have long-

term effects, which has three distinct effects on decision-making tasks. First, people 

have a tendency to be myopic and like to see positive results right now, which causes 

them to give in to temptations right away and significantly devalue future results 

(Ainslie 2001; Loewenstein & Elster 1992). Second, uncertainty about the future can 

make people's preferences for future outcomes vague, leading to a consistent over- or 

under-weighting of some outcomes. Third, people frequently have unrealistically high 

expectations for themselves and believe they can do more than they actually will. They 

overestimate the likelihood that desired results will occur as planned and anticipate 
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having both more time and money in the future than they do now (Kahneman & 

Lovallo 1993; Zauberman & Lynch 2005).   

The choice architect has tools at their disposal to deal with each sort of intertempora l 

bias. Order of consideration appears to be one possibility. Making the decision-maker 

more aware of the delayed possibilities might help them refocus and make more 

thoughtful decisions (Weber & Lindemann, 2007). Consideration of second-best 

outcomes might also reorient the decision-maker toward "satisficing," which can 

reduce choice deferral and increase choice satisfaction (Shu 2008; Iyengar, Wells & 

Schwartz, 2006). The temptation to believe that the future will bring greater resources 

may be resisted by setting up restricted periods for opportunities. For instance, urban 

people who hold off visiting nearby sites because they think they can do it later may 

profit by playing visitors whose short window for touring spurs them to action (Shu & 

Gneezy, 2010). 

Task structure`s affect to customers search process. Analysing the role of search cost 

can help firms better understand how customers conduct information searches. In order 

to decide when to cease looking, customers often take into account the market's overall 

distribution of options, the cost of inspecting each option, and the (most appealing) 

options they come across (Weitzman 1979). According to research, customers 

typically choose less-than-ideal search options (Häubl, Dellaert & Donkers, 2010; Shu 

2008; Zwick, Rapoport, Lo & Muthukrishnan, 2003). Thus, making the choice job 

more structured can increase the decision-performance, for instance ranking options 

according to predicted attractiveness might enhance search results (Dellaert and Haubl 

2012; Haubl and Trifts 2000). Consumers who are unfamiliar with the market might 

benefit from easy upfront information on the distribution of product values, such as 

informing them the range of potential prices they may face (Rosenfield, Shapiro & 

Butler, 1983; Shu 2008), for instance about sport event`s food, beverage, and 

merchandise prices.  

4.2.2 Describing choice options 

Partitioning. The partition of the set of options, traits, or events into groups or 

categories is one crucial aspect of choice architecture. This apparently unimportant 
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aspect of a choosing setting can significantly influence choice behaviour. Previous 

studies in a variety of fields have demonstrated that partitioning produces vivid 

categories that can affect allocations requiring simultaneous choices (Fox, Bardolet & 

Lieb, 2005). A physical split of an online order form or shopping cart can change the 

mix of goods a customer buys, according to recent studies. For instance, research with 

supermarkets has showed that changing the space of a shopping cart reserved for fruits 

and vegetables ultimately changed how much those was bought (Wansink, Soman, 

Herbst & Payne, 2012).  

People are biased toward equal distribution over each group or category when 

allocating limited resources among a defined range of alternatives (Benartzi & Thaler, 

2001), which was show in shopping cart example. Additionally, in decision analysis, 

people have a bias toward giving each clearly defined characteristic the same weight 

in terms of relevance (Weber, Eisenführ & Von Winterfeldt, 1988). Thus, the way the 

set of options is divided into specific groups or categories can have a significant impact 

on customers` judgements and decisions. This prevalent tendency toward even 

allocation gives choice architects a powerful tool. Although, the impact of partitioning 

interventions tends to be greatest among decision-makers with weaker intrins ic 

preferences or beliefs and diminish or disappear among those with stronger intrins ic 

preferences or beliefs (Fox et al. 2005). Therefore, it can be argued that partitioning 

options can strongly affect temporal fans consuming behaviour, whereas those most 

likely have no little to non-affect to fanatical fans` consuming behaviour.  

4.3 Implementing choice architectures  

The next step is to study the literature on choice architecture implementation, includ ing 

how individual customer differences impact it and how the implementation process is 

studied. 

4.3.1 Customers individual differences  

Costa and Kahn (2010) argue that a nudge can have a variety of consequences 

depending on the decision-makers characteristics. In this research environment, 

nudges are targeted towards temporary fans, whose motivations and behaviours are 
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rather different from those of devoted and fanatical fans, as demonstrated in chapter 2. 

It is crucial to manage this consumer variety since individual preferences might affect 

how choice architectures function in the marketplace.  

Therefore, choice architects will need to know the characteristics of the targeted 

decision-makers and how they will process and interpret information, as well as what 

their objectives are. By this manner the choice environments, that decision-makers will 

confront, can be organised to address firms` goals (Johnson et al. 2012).  

In recent study, Mrkva, Posner, Reeck, and Johnson (2021) found that customers with 

lower socioeconomic status were more affected by nudges, which meant that nudges 

that made it easier for them to choose a wise course of action benefitted them more 

than consumers with higher socioeconomic status. The impacts of nudges were also 

moderated by domain knowledge and numeracy: consumers with lower domain 

knowledge and lower numeracy were affected by nudges more than those with greater 

domain knowledge and higher numeracy. This implies that nudges would have a 

significant impact on temporary fans, who by nature have a low degree of domain 

expertise, particularly those with low level socioeconomic background. 

4.3.2 Nudge process 

Auditing the end user's decision-making process is the first step in developing a 

successful nudging strategy. To achieve this, it is necessary to analyse the task and 

map the context (how do people make decisions, what are the usual situations in which 

they do that, etc.), after which the main heuristics and factors that might have an impact 

on the decision's result must be identified (Ly, Mazar, Zhao & Soman, 2013).  

Mapping the context. In this study, the context is to increase clubs` temporary fans` 

event attendance. Therefore, the analyse focuses on temporary fans` decision-mak ing 

process which determines to attend a live sporting event or not. When auditing the 

decision-making process, according to Ly et al. (2013) it is possible to identify factors 

that prevent individuals from fallowing through with their intentions. These factors 

(bottlenecks) indicate spots where nudging strategy can quickly pay off.  
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According to resource-based theory competence can be seen as resource and utilis ing 

nudge process can be seen as competence which links nudge process to RBT theory. 

Therefore, nudge process can be part of clubs` resources which use determines 

organisations competitive advantage. To achieve CA while nudge process is part of 

clubs` resources the organisation needs to manage the nudge process accordingly and 

thus, the following empirical research is made to map the context for nudges to 

understand how nudge process can create competitive advantage for clubs.  
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5 DATA AND RESEARCH METHODS 

The empirical research method is the primary focus of this chapter. The goal is to 

explain to the reader how the data was gathered, how it was analysed, and why 

particular individuals were chosen to participate in the study.  

5.1 Qualitative research  

In this study a qualitative research method is adopted since the goal is to further 

understand the phenomenon (Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2002, Koskinen et al. 2005). This is 

followed by the steps provided by Gioia et al. (2013) for our qualitative data analysis 

in order to build a novel theory regarding temporary fans` sport event attendance 

decision-making process and mapping the context for nudge implementation. The goal 

is to comprehend how people see, think, and feel, as well as the motivations that drive 

their behaviour. It is possible to discover many meanings through developing a broader 

knowledge by qualitative research (Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2002). Because a researcher 

must perceive the study issue from a novel perspective in order to be able to generate 

something new (Koskinen et al. 2005) we adopted the novel theory approach. 

Grounded theory has been selected as the research approach, with the goal of 

describing or writing about the study issue. It was created for the purpose of 

developing theories that were experimentally generated from real-

world circumstances. Because the method is based in pragmatism and symbolic 

interactionism, it may result in ideas that social workers may utilize to direct their 

practice (Oktay, 2012). Grounded theory provides a method that allows the 

development of a theory for this study that responds to its research question in a 

manner that is practically exploitable since it attempts to comprehend practical social 

phenomena. 

With the help of this approach, we were able to develop a theory that is based on the 

perspectives and experiences of temporary fans' decision-making processes. 

According to Gioia et al. (2013) in grounded theory approach, no matter how 

significant the data structure may be or how much effort we put into creating it, process 

research doesn't truly investigate processes until the static image—a snapshot, if you 
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will—can be converted into a motion picture. We therefore maintain a primary focus 

on our ultimate objective of developing a dynamic inductive model that is grounded 

in the facts (collected data) and one that theoretically represents the informants' 

experience about temporary fans` event attendance decision-making.   

5.2 Research setting 

Semi-structured interviews are used to collect data for the empirical study. For the 

interviews, a pre-defined target group is chosen, and the rationale for this choice is 

explained. This sub-chapter also discusses the semi-structured interview planning and 

execution.  

5.2.1 Research target group 

Upon deciding to focus on temporary fans` event attendance and formulating our 

research questions, we proceeded to choose individuals which were known to represent 

temporary fans` main characteristics – time constrained interest toward sport object 

(Samra & Wos 2014), and not identifying themselves as a “fan” of sport object (Hunt 

et al. 1999). At the beginning of each interview, the interviewees were asked questions 

about their background to confirm them to present temporary fan addressed 

segmentation criteria. This target group selective method is widely used in qualitat ive 

research, where the target population is frequently predetermined to match the study's 

goals rather than being selected at random (Hirsjärvi, Remes, & Sajavaara 2004). 

Additionally, we addressed various demographics by choosing target group which 

consists of different sexes, age groups, and occupations since the existing literature 

does not identify that these factors would affect the persons “fanship”. In this way, the 

research is able to identify patterns from temporary fans` event attendance decision-

making process from variable scale of individual backgrounds.   
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Table 1. Interviewees` information 

Person Sex Age Occupation Interview 

date 

Interview length 

(min) 

 

A Female 30 Lawyer 31.12.2022 76:38  

B Male 39 Salesperson 1.1.2023 58:22  

C Female 30 Consultant 2.1.2023 56:32  

D Male 66 Areal director 2.1.2023 32:07  

E Female 25 Physiotherapist 3.1.2023 49:11  

F Male 27 Teacher 4.1.2023 39:51  

 

5.2.2 Data collection 

The method for gathering data was a semi-structured interview. Semi-structured 

interviews aim to comprehend links between various factors rather than producing 

numerical generalizations or statistical analyses (Saunders & Thornhill 2009). To 

retain the natural flow of conversation, semi-structured interviews allow the 
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interviewer to highlight certain questions, ask follow-up questions, and go through the 

questions in a different pattern (Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2002; Saunders & Thornhill 2009).  

The interviewer should address all important questions despite the potential of some 

freedom in order to make sure that the essential data is acquired throughout the 

interview (Hirsjärvi & Hurme 2000). Therefore, successful empirical analysis heavily 

relies on the framework for the interviews. A solid structure will serve as the 

interview's direction and ensure that the dialogue flows naturally (Koskinen et al. 

2005). According to Koskinen et al. (2005), the interview framework serves two 

purposes: it establishes a foundation for the study and aids the interviewer in covering 

all the crucial elements of the interview. 

Each interview was conducted in a quiet setting free from interruptions or distractions.  

If there are other persons present who can disrupt the interview's flow, avoiding such 

distractions is crucial to obtaining accurate findings (Hirsjärvi & Hurme 2000). The 

interview structure wasn't revealed to the interviewers prior to the interview to 

achieve spontaneous and trustworthy answers.  

A total of six interviews was carried for data collection and the semi-constructed 

interviews questions can be found in Appendix 1. This was done over a week time 

period beginning at 30.12.2022 and ending at 4.1.2023. Interviews A,B,C, and E were 

executed in face-to-face setting and interviews D and F were carried out by Teams 

application video-call. Each interview was recorder with interviewees` permissions 

and they were given anonymity protection. Lengths of the interviews varied from 

32:17 minutes to 76:38 minutes.  

We treated our participants as "knowledgeable agents" and made an effort to make 

sure that our questions were open-ended to motivate them to critically reflect on their 

own event attendance decision-making process using their own "voices" (Gioia et al., 

2013). The interviewer utilized probes to encourage respondents to elaborate on their 

remarks when they made a novel or unexpected response. Our method's adaptability 

made it possible for us to remain receptive to the emergence of new insights (Gioia et 

al., 2013). 
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5.3 Data analysis 

Our data analysis was divided into four primary stages, which were carried out in 

accordance with the protocols outlined in Gioia et al. (2013). Microsoft Excel was used 

as tool for analysis. In order to capture each interviewee's general experiences and 

opinions, narrative case summaries were first created for each of them. Second, first -

order concepts were developed from the analysis of interview transcripts. Third, in 

order to create aggregate theoretical dimensions, we organized our first-order concepts 

into second-order themes that were more abstract and connected one another. After 

identifying links between our concepts, themes, and categories, we used the data 

structure and summaries to construct a grounded theory of temporary fans' decision-

making process around attending sport events.  

5.3.1 Stage 1: Interview summaries 

For each respondent in the research, summaries were prepared in the initial phase. 

Each summary contained details regarding the interviewee's own decision-mak ing 

process as well as their general perceptions of and experiences with attending game 

events. These summaries were intended to aid in our clear comprehension of the 

participants' experiences and viewpoints. They were combined with the substantia l 

time spent in the study settings. The summaries assisted us in placing our findings in 

the context of specific experiences, even though the coding procedure allowed us to 

recognize patterns that were characteristic of the complete collection of interview data 

(Lee, 1999). The summaries also helped us be aware of unique but fascinating details 

of certain situations that can lead to fresh perspectives or serve as examples of our 

results (Hannah and Lautsch, 2011). 
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Table 2. Data structure   

First-Order Concepts Second-Order 

Themes 

Aggregate 

Dimensions 

 Emotional stimulus (eustress) 

 Social activity 

 Activity variation 

 Escape from daily routine 

 Curiosity 

Temporary fans` 

game event 
attendance 

motivations 

Problem 

recognition 

 Temporary fan does not come up 
with the event attendance idea 

 Temporary fans have “pool-of-
ordinary-choices” 

 Game event attendance does not 
include to ordinary choice 
alternatives 

“Pool-of-ordinary-

choices” routinely 
satisfy Temporary 

fans` motivational 
needs. No 
motivation for extra 

effort to attend game 
events. 

Evaluation of 

ordinary 
alternatives 

 Economic cost matters when 
comparing alternatives 

 Comparison of effort among 
alternatives 

 Goal for effort minimisation 

“Pool-of-ordinary-

choices” is affected 
by basic demand 
related factors 

 Temporary fan does not come up 
with the game event attendance 
idea 

 Game event attendance require 
trigger 

 High threshold to try new choices 

 Game event attendance require 
recommendations/inspiration from 

trusted/respected third party 

 Advertising has weak affect to 
temporary fans` behaviour  

Trigger for new 
alternative activity 

Novel activity 
trigger 

 Attendance requires favourable 
situation 

 Temporary fan is willing to attend 
game event when invited 

 Attendance is seen to take a lot of 
effort 

Game event 

attending situational 
factors 

Evaluation of 

novel 
alternative 

 Temporary fan is not willing to 
make effort for information search 
before purchase decision 

 Requirement of trust/appreciation 
toward event attendance alternative 
information source 

Game event 
attending 

information related 
factors 
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5.3.2 Stage 2: Coding for first-order concepts 

The second stage of our analysis was to code any information in the interview text that 

could be relevant to decision-making regarding attendance at sporting events. The 

interviews were re-coded once this initial set of codes had been established in order to 

find any missing codes. A coding dictionary was updated when new codes were 

discovered, and older interviews were reread to look for the new codes. I attempted to 

 Attendance is seen as 
entertainment 

 Attendance is seen as socially 
consumed activity 
(friends/family/business partners) 

 Attendance is seen as a way to 
nurture relationships to 
friends/family/business partners 

Game event 

attendance 
expectations (in 
relation to 

attendance 
motivations) 

 Attendance occurs when 
friend/family/business partner 
invites temporary fan to game 

event 

 Temporary fans` price flexibility 
increases when the game event is 

expected to satisfy motivational 
needs 

Factors that lead to 

temporary fans` 
attendance 

Purchase 

decision 

 Temporary fans value practical and 
basic sport information concerning 
the game event 

 Pre-game event known information 
is characterised by practicalities 

and basic sport knowledge 

Pre-game event 

information related 
factors 

 Fans co-create value for each 
other’s (event atmosphere) 

 Temporary fans` social activity 
motivations are limited to 
attendance partners 

Game event 

consumption factors 

Game event 

consumption 
behaviour 

 Increasing sport knowledge raises 
temporary fans` explicit sport 
interest 

 Motivational needs satisfying 
game event experience allows the 
game event attendance to enter 

“pool-of-ordinary-choices” 

Post-purchase 
related factors 

Post-purchase 
behaviour 
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be as accurate as we could to the language and experiences of our participants 

throughout this stage of the coding (Gioia et al., 2013). We were able to remember and 

modify our codes as well as arrange the 48 first-order codes we produced using the 

Microsoft Excel software tool. Table 2 contains a sample of the first-order concepts 

that were key to our study as well as supporting quotes from the interviews. 

5.3.3 Stage 3: Building second-order themes and aggregate dimensions 

Developing links between the first-order concepts to create the more abstract second-

order themes marked the beginning of the third stage of analysis.   We concentrated 

on codes that occurred more frequently in order to find the ones that we considered 

were more indicative of the data. For us to include a code as a second-order theme in 

our theorizing, it has to be stated by at least three interviews (or 50% of the 

participants). At this stage, we also referred to the interview summaries since they 

assisted us in understanding how different categories may be connected to one another.  

After determining our second-order themes, we thought about how and whether they 

may be related to one another. This made it possible for us to discover overarching 

aggregate aspects, which in turn enabled us to develop our grounded theory by thinking 

more broadly about linkages. 

5.3.4 Stage 4: Finalizing theory 

We drew on both the second-order themes and aggregate dimensions to create our 

theory, emphasizing on how they were systematically connected to one another. 

Memos were utilized at every level of the coding process, but they were significant for 

the theory formulation phase as we refined and expanded our developing theoretical 

concepts. Our aim was to create a well-founded theory of the decision-making process 

for temporary fans to attend game events. We found that temporary fans' motivat ing 

needs for attending events are met by familiar, preferred alternatives, diminishing their 

desire to attend sporting events. 

Following standard practices for this kind of study, we iterated between the data, our 

evolving theory, and the literature to construct our theory (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). 

For instance, Lunenburg's (2010) theory of individual decision-making process made 
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it easier for us to comprehend why our data frequently featured the themes of problem 

recognition, alternative evaluation, purchase decision, and post-purchase behaviour. 

To confirm that our more speculative interpretations were consistent with the data, we 

kept comparing our theories to the summaries and transcripts. We developed a number 

of preliminary theoretical models and improved them until we came up with the one 

that will be discussed in this research. This model is a part of our empirical analysis.  
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6 FINDINGS  

The empirical findings and the study's results are discussed in this chapter. When 

examining the temporary fans' decision-making process for attending game events, we 

go through the results logically and give illustrative quotes from interviews. The 

chapter concludes with a summary of the results that includes the developed grounded 

theory. 

6.1 Problem recognition and evaluation of ordinary alternatives 

Our focus in interviews was to map the decision-making process which led or could 

lead our interviewees (temporary fans) to game event attendance. We found that the 

motivations and the needs behind these motivations correlated among our sample 

group. The main motivations to attend game events were seek of emotional stimulus 

(eustress), escape from daily routines, social activity, variation of activities, and 

natural human curiosity.  

“Well, I would say that best thing in attending game events is those like 

rapidly changing situations (in game) and then also there is this 

excitement and disappointment and, in a way, quite wide spectre of 

everything.” Person F  

“…I had a reason to leave that home behind and like enter like into totally 

different atmosphere which allowed me to forget all daily routines and 

rush.” Person A 

“It would be highly important for me to have someone to go there 

with…or like he/she would be excited (to attend) so I could also get little 

bit excited about it.” Person C 

“Probably because it gave me some variation for what to do… have been 

consuming lots of other things so I had a good spot to seek for different 

experiences.” Person F 

“At first it was like nice to go there and get to know what it is like .” 

Person E 
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These motivations were found to be main reasons to attend game events, yet the sample 

group extremely rarely attended game events. Our research found that these 

motivations led to activities which were more ordinary for our interviewees` and which 

satisfied their same needs that a game event attendance would satisfy. Thus, game 

event attendance did not include to temporary fans` ordinary choice activities when 

satisfying previously mentioned motivational needs. Additionally, it was found that 

temporary fans do not come up with the event attendance idea by themselves which 

correlates with the finding of game event attendance not being part of their “pool-of-

of-ordinary-choices” wherefrom they choose activities.  

“There is always something else to do… I don`t feel any pressure or 

whatever to attend game events.” Person B 

“(Game event attendance) It is not maybe something that just comes into 

my mind that, hey next weekend I will go to watch game… I mean like 

the number one idea.” Person E 

“Probably some other like activity… go to movies or bowling or like 

something like this kind of activity… somewhere to eat or sit with wine 

so these kinds of things are pretty ordinary activities for me which I do 

with some people.” Person E 

Temporary fans were found to evaluate these activity alternatives with basic demand 

related factors when choosing activity which was in line with their motivations. The 

economic cost, comparison of effort, and goal for own effort minimisation were found 

to be part of evaluation process when choosing activity alternative from their “pool-

of-ordinary-choices”.  

“…for example concerts which are in same price level… and also going 

to movies… like sure the price matters what I do…” Person F 

“Yeah, I could have thought something else to do on those dates but 

nothing else did really come to my mind and I had done it earlier, so it 

was easy for me.” Person A 

“You know I use Netflix and stuff because those are so effortless . ” 

Person B 
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6.2 Novel activity trigger and evaluation of novel alternative 

Since temporary fans` motivational needs does not lead to game event attendance when 

evaluating their ordinary alternatives, the attendance is not in their “pool-of-ordinary-

choices”, and they don`t come up with the event attendance idea by themselves we 

found that they need a novel activity trigger. This trigger is needed to activate 

evaluation of novel alternative, which game event attendance is for temporary fans.  

We found that high threshold of trying new choices is present in this context. Thus, 

the trigger needs to be trusted by temporary fan to overcome the high threshold. 

Recommendations or inspiration from trusted or respected third party is therefore 

needed to activate game event attendance choice evaluation. Additionally, we found 

that ordinary advertising has weak affect to temporary fans` behaviour since it 

traditionally do not hold the trust or respect aspect.  

“In my opinion there is quite high threshold for me to attend events, and 

especially if those are something completely new.” Person C 

“There is this threshold to leave from your home when you don`t 

normally go to games, which is still that high that you need some kind of 

a trigger which puts the thing moving.” Person D 

“…until you get some recommendations (from trusted source) you really 

like try something totally new thing.” Person A 

“…you see for example some club`s advert right there where you like 

walk there in the city and you see some advert and those haven’t just like 

been enough for me (to attend).” Person E 

On the other hand, we found that when there is trigger for novel activity and it comes 

from trusted or respected third party, the temporary fans` decision-making process 

begins to evaluate the novel alternative. Another found information related factor was 

that temporary fans are not willing to make effort for information search before 

purchase decision. 
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“What I think that where I maybe (club`s game event) advertisement 

sometimes, if I happen to watch, is somewhere in bus stop. For real, that 

is the only place like where I might see that ok there is 100 -years special 

game event.” Person E 

“…that the information about the upcoming game event should come to 

you in a way that you don`t need to do anything or see any effort.” Person 

C 

To attend this appeared novel alternative, we found that temporary fans` require  

favourable situation most likely because the attendance is not high in their priority list. 

Yet, if there is favourable situation to attend, according to our findings, temporary fans 

are willing to attend game events when they are invited to those even, they view game 

attendance to take a lot of effort. 

“Sure, it requires that you have like open time-window so you can go 

there…that you don`t have anything what you must do…” Person F 

“Mabey I am bad to make the initiative that, let’s go to watch a game, 

but always if someone suggests it, then yes I will definitely go there.” 

Person D 

“When you like don`t follow it so much it is like really hard to go to 

games and the rink is so far away and there is no car.” Person E 

When evaluating the novel alternative, we found that game event attendance 

expectations are in a relation to original motives to attend game events. The attendance 

is seen as socially consumed entertainment activity (correlates with emotional stimulus 

and social activity motivations) which enables relationship care with among the 

attending party.  

“It (game event) is a thing like entertainment which gives you good 

mood.” Person A 

“The social aspect is really meaningful, and I would say that it is more 

meaningful than the game itself.” Person D 
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“Sosial aspect also (is meaningful) that you are able to go there and spend 

time with the person you go there with.” Person A 

6.3 From purchase decision to post-purchase behaviour 

According to our research findings, temporary fans evaluate the novel alternative in 

relation to previously discussed factors and continue to purchase decision when friend, 

family member, or business partner invites them to game event with them. This kind 

of invitations captures most of the attendance motivational factors, novel activity 

trigger factors, makes the evaluation of this novel alternative effortless, and holds the 

trust/appreciation factor towards event information source. Surprisingly, all the 

interviewees were invited to game event when they had attended. It was noted also that 

their price flexibility increased when the game event was expected to satisfy their 

motivational needs.  

“Well, it was my man who suggested that I join him to the game event. 

It was like some date activity for us.” Person A 

“At that time, I had some active fans as my friends and I ended up to the 

game event by their invitation.” Person B 

“As a wingman for my friend or other company I have attended game 

events as they have asked me to and later, I have gone to game inspired 

by these events.” Person C 

“Well, it was a business partner invitation when I last time attended.” 

Person D 

“…some friend`s dad did go to the game, and we went with him as he 

asked us.” Person E 

“There were couple of my friend talking me into the event that I should 

come with them.” Person F 

“…but if those previously mentioned reasons (exciting game and 

inspiring company) would occur then basically the price wouldn`t have 

so much relevance.” Person C 
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In these situations the temporary fans had made the purchase decision their pre-game 

event information had couple correlating factors. It was found that their known pre-

game event information was characterised by event practicalities and basic sport 

knowledge. Additionally, they were found to value that kind of information before 

game-event.  

“I knew that people watch the game there (in game event) and then you 

can eat and drink if you want and about how long time the event takes.” 

Person B 

“I would like to know that where from I should book the seats… some 

kind of tutorial for the seating would have been nice… what other 

services there are… so one could prepare that should I maybe eat right 

before going there.” Person A 

“I would have liked to be able to read some kind of a short briefing, or 

some kind of writing where the current (sport) situation would had been 

revealed and other stuff… that could had increased my interest.” Person 

E 

During the game event consumption situation, it was found that all the attending fans 

who were at the arena, participated to value co-creation for each other’s. This 

composed up as event atmosphere which were found to be enjoyed by temporary fans. 

Here it is appropriate to make a line between social activity motivations and value co-

creation among all the fans in the live event since it was found that temporary fans` 

social activity motivations are limited to his/her attendance partners.  

“It has left to my mind from the game event how great the atmosphere 

was… grown men were singing there and they weren’t even drunk but 

they sang only for the joy of singing.” Person C 

“…in a way, when I am there, I am not interested to socialise with other 

people than with those guys who with I came to the game event.” Person 

C 

After the game event consumption, the temporary fans entered post-purchase stage. At 

this phase we were ably to find correlation among our interviewees increasing interest 

towards the explicit sport. This occurred after game events where they was able to 
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learn about the sport, thus their knowledge of the sport increased which was in 

connection to overall interest growth towards the sport itself.  

“You start to understand more and more about the game… what there 

happens on the ring so then you are able to fallow it better and it becomes 

more interesting to watch, when compared to earlier.” Person A  

One of the most significant findings, made by this study, was also part of the post-

purchase phase. We found that temporary fans` motivational needs satisfying game 

event experience allows the attendance to enter his/her “pool-of-ordinary-choices”. 

When this occurs, the game event attendance becomes part of temporary fans` ordinary 

alternatives which satisfy his/her motivational needs routinely. Additionally, this leads 

to situation where novel activity trigger from thrusted/appreciated third party is no 

more needed since the game event attendance choice can come to temporary fans` 

minds as a way to satisfy his/her motivational needs as the attendance has done it 

already in persons` earlier experiences.     

“At those times, when those experiences (game event attendance 

experience) have been good, and I have had company to attend… then 

you have kind a planned for the future that, ok I want to do this more.” 

Person C 

6.4 Summary of the findings 

Here the aim is to compose our research findings to more comprehensive framework 

and present the formed grounded theory. As our focus for the empirical research was 

to map the context of temporary fans` decision-making process – which is part of 

nudge implementation process – which allows us to further analyse nudge processes` 

capabilities to create competitive advantage for organisations, our grounded theory is 

presented as a process in figure 8.  

According to our findings, temporary fans` decision-making process begins from 

problem recognition where his/her needs create motivations to act in a way that satisfy 

these needs. Motives which can lead to game event attendance are curiosity, activity 

variation, escape from daily routines, emotional stimulus (eustress) and social activity   
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Figure 8. Formed grounded theory on temporary fans` game event attendance decision-making  

process. 
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but this rarely occurs among temporary fans` since none of the needs behind 

attendance motivations can only be satisfied by game event attendance. The only found 

motivation which could lead directly to game event attendance alternative evaluation 

(evaluation of novel alternatives in figure 8) is natural human curiosity which can also 

be directed to numerous other alternative choices.  

Moreover, temporary fans` satisfy their motivational needs by evaluating alternat ives 

which are ordinary for themselves. These ordinary choices are chosen from “pool-of-

ordinary-choices” which activities varies between individuals. The evaluation process 

is based on basic demand related factors e.g., comparison of economic factors, 

individuals own effort, and goal for effort minimisation. Event there is variation 

between these activities across temporary fans, we found that those all can bee seen to 

satisfy some or all the game event attendance motivations. Therefore, temporary fans 

don’t come up with the game event attendance idea since there is no reason for them 

to see extra effort which the attendance requires when compared to their ordinary 

activity choices. Additionally, game event attendance is not included in the pool-of-

ordinary-choices which leads to decision-making loop where game event attendance 

does not occur, unless natural human curiosity leads temporary fans to game event.  

To avoid this unfavourable decision-making loop for game event attendance, novel 

activity trigger is needed to re-direct game event attendance motivational needs to 

evaluation of novel alternative, since game event attendance is novel for temporary 

fans. The novel activity trigger is required since previously mentioned reasons and 

because humans naturally have high threshold to try new choices. Additionally, we 

found that clubs` advertising has weak affect to temporary fans and doesn’t 

significantly increase their curiosity towards game evet attendance. To overcome these 

factors, temporary fan needs to have trust or/and respect for the novel activity trigger. 

So being, the trigger can take a form of e.g., recommendation, invitation, or inspirat ion 

from trusted/respected third party and lead the fan`s decision-making process to 

evaluation of novel alternative. 

When evaluating this novel alternative, temporary fans need to have favourable 

situation to attend since the attendance related motivational needs are not at top of 

hierarchy of needs (Maslow, 1943). Nevertheless, if the informant (novel activity 
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trigger) of the novel activity holds trust and/or appreciation by temporary fan, he/she 

is willing to attend the game event if he/she is invited. Even he/she is invited, he/she 

is not willing to make effort for information search before purchase decision occurs. 

Another part of the evaluation of this novel alternative is game event attendance 

expectations which are directly related to found attendance motivations. If the 

temporary fan believes that the game event attendance offers him/her entertainment, 

social activities, and/or relationship care with his/her friends/family/business partners, 

the motivational needs is believed to be fulfilled by the attendance. At this point, the 

temporary fan advances to purchase decision.   

A favourable situation where all attendance related factors are met and purchase 

decision occurs, is when temporary fans` friend/family member/business partner 

invites him/her to game event. In our findings, this was the case when attendance 

occurs, but our conclusion is that there are also other ways to advance to purchase 

decision stage, but the attendance related factors must be met. Interestingly, as these 

attendance related factors are met, temporary fans` price flexibility increases. We 

believe that this is due to two reasons: 1.) the novelty of the seen experience and 2.) 

favourable situation which temporary fan holds. When compared to evaluation of 

ordinary alternatives, temporary fans showed more interest for economic factors which 

strengthens our hypothesis. Additionally, since the event attendance is novel activity 

for temporary fans, it is logical that we found them to value practical event information 

and basic explicit sport information at pre-game event stage. These information factors 

were found beneficial for temporary fans when progressing to the game event 

consumption stage. 

At the game event, it was found that temporary fans enjoyed the event atmosphere 

which is co-created with all other spectators of the game event. Therefore, fans co-

create value for each other’s at the live setting. Interestingly, the game event 

atmosphere offers temporary fans co-created value, but they were found to limit their 

own social activity value capture to their own attendance partners. Meaning that they 

enjoyed the event atmosphere but had no interest to socialise with other people than 

their attendance partners. 
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After the game event consumption situation, temporary fans entered post-purchase 

stage. At this point they evaluated how did the game event attendance satisfied their 

game event attendance expectations which were directly related to their game event 

attendance motivations and needs. A Significant finding was the fact that game 

motivational needs satisfying game event attendance allowed the attendance to enter 

temporary fans` “pool-of-ordinary-choices”. In other words, if the game event 

attendance is seen by temporary fan to satisfy some motivational needs, this activity is 

capable to gain same foothold at his/her ordinary choice activities as other historica l ly 

ordinary choices for this individual. Additionally, gained experience from previous 

game event consumption situation were found to increase temporary fans sport 

knowledge and raise their interest towards explicit sport. This factor was found to 

reinforce game event attendances transition to individuals “pool-of-ordinary-choices”.     

Therefore, next time the individual faces motivational needs to for example have 

emotional stimulus and social activity, he/she has previous experience that game event 

attendance can satisfy these needs in a same way that for example going to movies 

with a friend. At this point, novel activity trigger`s need is decreased for temporary 

fans event attendance since the requirements for it has decreased, thus the previously 

unfavourable decision-making loop for game event attendance now allows the game 

event attendance. According to our findings, the requirements for novel activity trigger 

can go totally obsolete after individual gains enough satisfying game event attendance 

experiences.   
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7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, the empirical findings of this study are explored with relation to earlier 

studies on the sport business, competitive advantage, and the nudging process. The 

theoretical advances that this study makes and how business managers might use the 

results are also discussed. In the final half of this chapter, the validity and reliability 

of the study are also covered, and the chapter ends by outlining the limits of this study 

with potential additional research directions. 

7.1 Conclusions 

This thesis examines nudge process utilising in sport industry organisations and its 

capabilities to create competitive advantage. The phenomena were researched in the 

thesis' theoretical and empirical parts in order to gain an understanding. We review the 

main research question of the study: “How to create competitive advantage by nudge 

process in team-sport industry and increase spectators game event attendance which 

hold the highest economic potential?”, to understand how the research results of this 

thesis addresses it. 

In the empirical research, the context was mapped for nudge process utilisation by 

researching temporary fans` game event attendance decision-making process. Our 

findings show that temporary fans routinely satisfy their motivational needs by 

choosing activity from their ordinary choices – where game event attendance is not 

included, and natural human curiosity is the main motivation to lead them to game 

event attendance in a basic setting.   

Applying choice architecture in this unfavourable loop of decision making, in light of 

game event attendance, will most definitely have minimal affect to temporary fans` 

game event attendance and therefore, have no affect to organisations competitive 

advantage. Nevertheless, by mapping the context in empirical part we found that a 

novel activity trigger which can be beneficial object for choice architecture and nudge 

placement since it allows the decision-making process route to direction that allows 

temporary fans` to evaluate game event attendance`s possibility to satisfy his/her 
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motivational needs. Since this new route of decision-making is achieved, temporary 

fan is able to advance into purchase decision and attend game event. 

When applying a nudge to novel activity trigger, the choice architect should consider 

trust and respect informational factors, presented in our findings. This leads to situation 

where clubs` can`t directly try to nudge temporary fans` to game events but there 

should be third party “agent” which clubs nudge to invite, recommend game event 

attendance, or inspire temporary fans to game event attendance. This agent should be 

seen as trusted and/or respected by temporary fans` because of the found information 

factors. 

Mapping the context of temporary fans` decision making, which is part of nudge 

process, allowed us to find ways to nudge them to game event attendance. Therefore, 

we argue that nudge process can create competitive advantage for organisations by 

increasing its capabilities to sense opportunities.    

7.2 Theoretical contributions 

The thesis has addressed three concepts sport industry, competitive advantage, and 

nudge process which have literature and theories of their own. This study`s empirica l 

findings contribute to each concept’s literature in a various way, which is discussed 

next beginning from sports` temporary fans related literature.  

Samra & Wos (2014) argued that temporary fans` interest in the sport event or any 

sport phenomenon is time constrained and they hold situational involvement to sports 

phenomenon. Our empirical finding confirms these results since our interviewees gave 

no signs of enduring involvement or interest towards explicit sport before or after the 

sport event attendance except increasing situational sport interest after satisfying game 

event attendance. Additionally, we found that seeking of emotional stimulus was the 

main game event attendance motivation for temporary fans which follows Samra`s & 

Wos`s (2014) findings. As an addition, our research findings suggests that natural 

human curiosity, seek for activity variation, seek for social activity, and escape from 

daily routines are added to motivations which explain temporary fans event attendance.  
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In contrast to Cialdini`s et al. (1976) suggestion on basking in reflected glory and 

Hunt`s et al. (1999) argument about “cutting-off reflected failure” as temporary fans 

motivations towards sports, were not found any empirical evidence to back up in this 

research.   

When addressing temporary fans activity alternatives and made choices, Robertson 

and Pope (1999) found in their research that temporary fans` make their entertainment 

choices from their choice-pool which is not limited to other sport events. Hall et al. 

(2010) added that therefore sport event attendance competes with all other choice 

possibilities of leisure activity. To these results our research findings detail that 

temporary fans choose their leisure activity from their “pool-of-ordinary-choices” 

according to their motivational needs, without any novel activity trigger or 

involvement of natural human curiosity. Therefore, game event attendance competes 

with leisure activities which are seen by temporary fan to satisfy same motivationa l 

needs as game event attendance. 

Pine and Gilmore (1990) argued that customer experience matters more than economic 

experience which our finding about temporary fans` increasing price flexibi lity 

addresses positively. According to our findings, if temporary fan sees that the 

upcoming game event will satisfy his/her motivational needs and he/she has a 

favourable situation for the attendance, the economic matters lack in relevance and 

his/her price flexibility increases.  

During sport event spectators contribute to event experience by co-creating value for 

each other’s according to Woratschek et al. (2014). Our findings reinforce this 

argument since interviewed temporary fans were found to capture value from the event 

atmosphere which is co-created. Our research results add to this discussion that, 

nevertheless the event value is co-created, temporary fans are not interested to exercise 

social activities across their attendance partners to other spectators in the venue.  

Advancing to the thesis contributions to resource-based theory and dynamic 

capabilities literature, which is seen as part of RBT literature, our study found that 

nudge process affects positively to organisation`s ability to sense opportunities. This 

is mediated by mapping the context where customers decision-making process is tried 
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to understand. In this research context, this occur when we were able to map the 

context of temporary fans decision-making process about game event attendance. By 

doing so we were able to pinpoint event attendance related factors and temporary fans` 

main heuristics to direct nudges to areas where those can create beneficially affect 

temporary fans game event attendance. Therefore, by executing the nudge process and 

mapping the context organisations can achieve more accurate sensing capabilit ies 

which allow the organisation to create competitive advantage (Teece, 2007). The 

relevancy of mapping the context was discussed by Ly et al. (2013) and our findings 

acknowledge this relevancy when designing appropriate nudges. 

7.3 Managerial implications 

This thesis offers guidance to managers and organizations on how to enhance their 

operations and performance. These insights are plausible especially in event industr ies 

e.g., sport industry since the research was done in such context. Additionally, the 

formed grounded theory is not limited to sport industry since it ultimately focuses to 

customers` decision-making process – which show towards product or service: 1.) no 

fandom 2.) low level of self-identity 3.) no enduring involvement 4.) situationa l 

involvement 5.) low level of brand commitment, and 6.) low usage rate. Therefore, the 

found grounded theory is beneficial as a framework for managers decision making 

especially in sport, event, and entertainment industries since these motivations are 

connected to consumption of these industries services. 

As the previously discussed customer segment is identified, this framework can help 

managers to increase the customer segment`s usage rate starting from first time use. In 

other words, managers can use the grounded theory for their firms` new customer 

acquisition. It also allows the managers to reflect between the theory and their 

organisations practices` by highlighting the most meaningful factors for this customer 

segment in each part of their decision-making process, in a route to purchase, and 

eventually to ordinary product or service user. As an outcome from this reflection, 

managers can make beneficial decision for their firms marketing operations, resource 

allocation, service or product attributes and alter firms’ course to more profitable 

direction by increasing customer satisfaction, usage rates, and customer base.  
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Since the found novel theory is based on generic customer segment and it is part of 

nudge process, it additionally allows managers to design cost-efficient nudge solutions 

and acts as choice architect`s framework. By doing so, managers can form nudges 

which are directed to their devoted and fanatic customer segments, with the goal to 

increase temporary customers usage rate. In other words, firms can use devoted and 

fanatic customers as third-party agents to “lure” temporary customers to use the 

product or service with them. 

An example of this kind of nudge in sport context would be setting game event ticket 

purchase as a default option for two persons or advertising “combo-discounts” where 

two meals or more meals are sold as discount. As an example of third-party nudge 

which is not industry related, could act technological customer solution for regular 

customers where the customer would be directed to make decisions which lead to 

purchase also for person who represents the temporary customer segment. 

Nudges can also be directed to other parts of formed grounded theory than earlier 

discussed. Nudge`s goal could be e.g., to increase temporary customers event 

experience. This could be achieved according to the framework by informing ticket 

buyers pre-game-event about current situation by current team performance, current 

team situation, and current rival team-heads-up information. As an outcome, clubs 

create more drama for the fan since temporary fans are not willing to make the effort 

to find this information by themselves. 

7.4 Validity, reliability, and limitations of the study 

The scientific literature rarely contains statements that are either entirely false or the 

absolute truth. Therefore, in empirical work, validity and reliability are used to ensure 

that the findings can be believed (Koskinen et al. 2005). Both reliability and valid ity, 

according to Hirsjärvi et al. (2009), aim to gauge how unbiased a study is. 

In this study, creating competitive advantage thru nudge process in sport industry was 

chosen as the subject, and validity is defined as an assessment of how much the 

arguments, findings, and suggestions reflect the chosen subject. Along with valid ity, 

reliability is another important topic to understand in qualitative research, which 
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according to Koskinen et al. (2005) is understood as the level of consistency in 

qualitative work.  

In attempt to improve the validity and reliability of this study, a logical framework has 

been given to the research so that the findings are presented in a comprehens ib le 

manner. Multiple cases have also been used to provide consistent results under the 

selected themes of the empirical component, which helps to increase the reliability and 

validity of this study. The study involves objectively evaluating the facts in the selected 

examples and contrasting the outcomes with the theoretical framework. 

We acknowledge that our presence in the environment is likely to have had an impact 

on the data we gathered through interviews, and that our interpretation of the data will 

be impacted by our own perspectives and experiences (Bluhm, Harman, Lee & 

Mitchell, 2011). We made measures to make sure that our findings and the theory 

derived from them would be believable, even though some have claimed that 

objectivity may not be attainable or even desirable in the case of qualitative research 

(Glesne, 2016). First, we listened carefully to what the participants had to say and tried 

to correctly reflect their views (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). 

The thesis limitations are related to the scale of empirical research. The chosen 

research interviewees were all Finnish temporary fans of ice-hockey which limits the 

sample group to one country and one sport. Therefore, the results of this research 

cannot be directly generalised to address all industries in all nations. As a conclusion, 

the study has provided a framework and a platform for more opportunities to examine 

the phenomena in other situations and on various scales, even though there are still 

certain limits. 

7.5 Directions for future research 

As the previous chapter shows, there are various ways to extend the research since this 

research is reaching multiple research avenues from sport industry to competitive 

advantage and nudge literature. Nevertheless, we narrow our future research guidelines 

to advance the findings of this thesis to broader avenues and to seek its plausibility in 

various context to find its limits.  
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Since our work were able to map the context of temporary fans decision-mak ing 

process, it would be beneficial to continue the research for two other fan segments, 

devoted and fanatic fans. Hence, the research would complement our work here and 

offer great guidance to practitioners how to serve them in a more profitable way. Since 

we showed here that that kind of research would increase organisations sensing 

capabilities, it would be profitable research topic for firms` also.  

To make this founded theory more generic, mapping the context of temporary fans` 

game event attendance decision-making process in different contexts with different 

nationalities, different sports and different industries would be beneficial. Our believe 

is that the game event attendance motivations are highly similar among different 

nationalities and sports, and these ultimately direct the decision-making process, but 

this needs more research. Moreover, the plausibility of our formed grounded theory to 

various industries stays as assumption until further research is made.  
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APPENDIX 1 

INTERVIEW FRAMEWORK 

 Backgorund information 

o Sex 

o How old are you? 

o What is your occupation? 

o Do you see yourself as a fan of ice-hockey, or ice-hockey team, or ice-

hockey player? 

o Do you spend time in ice-hockey related context or with ice-hockey 

related content in your leisure time? 

o When was the last time you visited Liiga ice-hockey match? 

 Need recognition and motivations: 

o Could you describe the situation when you visited Liiga match last 

time? 

o How did you end up going to the match? 

 Could you describe why you visited the match? 

 In what way this was different than other times when you have 

visited Liiga match?  

 How would you describe the reasons why you went to the 

match?  

 Information acquisition: 

o How did it come your mind to go to Liiga match? 

o How would you describe the decision-making process when you heard 

about the possibility to attend to this game? 
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o How would you describe the information you had about the game 

before it took place? 

 How was this information communicated to you (visua lly, 

verbally, in text)? 

 Evaluation of alternatives: 

o Why would you choose to attend Liiga match over other alternatives? 

o Did you have other alternatives than go to Liiga match and what those 

was? 

o Why did you choose to go to Liiga match over other alternatives that 

time? 

 Social aspect: 

o How meaningful is the social aspect when considering to attend Liiga 

match? 

o How meaningful was the social aspect when you were in the game? 

o How would you describe the social dimension regarding you decision-

making to attend game event? 

 Game event: 

o How would you describe the game event itself? 

o What did give you enjoyment during the game attendance? 

 Post-game behaviour: 

o How would you describe your future Liiga game attendance behaviour?  

 How was it affected by your last attendance and why? 

o If you evaluate this game attendance situation, would you benefit 

somehow if you knew something more before the event? 

 Is there something important related to the topic that I haven’t asked you about?  
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